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President's Report
Linda Servold

,

t

I hope everyone had a good summer, got
rested up, and is enjoying being back at
school. rve relocated. We moved to Carls·
bad in July and I am now teaching choral
music at the two Carlsbad Middle Schools.
We really like our new home and jobs. I do
believe rm through moving, however. It's
too much work, too much "hurry up and
wait," etc. I spent the whole summer
moving.
rm excited about All-State 1990 already
We have some fine clinicians lined up and
their programs look very good. The Vice·
Presidents are plannmg some good ses·
sions for you ·· they've been very creative.
Plan on attending as much as you can.
Speaking of All-State, Jet's go through a
step-by-step for you instructors.
1. All the information for auditions is in
this issue. Please look for it and respond
properly. If you have questions, read your
by-laws, call a Vice-President, or call a Site
Chairperson.
2. Check your audition site. Because of
the sheer numbers involved at some sites,
we've directed a few schools to a different
audition site. Please go to the proper audi·
tion center. It will make the job easier for
everyone, especially the adjudicators.
3. Please be on time with your registra·
tion and your fees. Technically, the site
chairperson does not have to allow your
students to audition if you do not register
and pay your fees on time.
4. Please read the published lists of stu·
dents selected carefully. Remember, there
are two lists· one for choral and strings and
a second for wind and percussion. Be sure
you notify all selected students and you, the
teacher, be sure you help prepare every
student for this experience. It is the indivi
dual teacher's job to see to it that every
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student is ready. Most students will need
some help· provide it If, for some reason, a
student isn't prepared, be a one-person
screening committee and leave that stu·
dent home. Please don't put us in the spot
of having to do your dirty work
5. PRE-REGISTER One of our biggest
problems every year at All-State is the regis
tration lines. Enclosed in the All-State liswfs
a registration form. Please mail it in. As a
little added incentive for pre-registering we
are raising the fees for on·site registration. If
you pre-register, the fees will be the same as
last year, but if you wait until you get there
to register, it's going to cost you more. The
registration form will tell you how much
more.
Remember two things. For pre-register·
ed participants the All-State booklets are
available on Wednesday evening at the
Keller Hall Green Room. Second, all parti
cipating students must be registered by

their instructors.

Please circulate this issue of our maga·
zine. If you know a new music teacher in
your area. please give that person a copy of
the magazine and show them all the per·
tinent information We don't have a state
Wide new music teacher guide, but a copy of
the magazine would go a long way toward
answering questions.
Harriet. Rollie and I had the privilege of
attending the MENC summer conference in
Washington, D.C in July. I really felt it was a
good meeting, but I also figured that I was
talking as the new kid on the block How·
ever, Rollie agreed that it was one of the
best ever.
Ask Rollie to show you his award. Thanks
to John Schutz, Rollie was recognized for
his faithful attendance to all but one na
tional meeting or convention in over forty
years. Rollie is as well-known, respected
and loved at National Headquarters as he is
here in New Mexico. We all know how he
has served music education and agree that
the award is deserved.
National Headquarters in Reston,
Virginia is quite a place. The building and
grounds are very lovely and the people who
work there are even lovelier. I enjoyed my
"Reston Experience," especially after all
the communication between us the last few
months. We had a picnic on the grounds to
finish the meeting · ask to see the pictures of
Rollie, me and the baby elephant.
MENC is going through a great planning

stage with some very good programs
worked up. Among projects already i
tion is a national music teacher re!
tion/certification. If it comes abou
great hope is that it will be nation,ally 1
nized by school systems and migh1
plant state certification.
There is a committee from each bi!
(band, orchestra, and chorus) devel
courses of study (not curriculum guid,
each area. There is a committee worki
program evaluation and another com
a "how to" for getting informati,on b,
our administrators, parents, etc.
We also had some good plasnnin!
sions on what MENC could do to hel�
our problem areas, what those are,
and which ones MENC could addn
you have some ideas, let me know
particular committee is on-going ar
Will meet again soon.
Probably the most interesting sesslc
me were the discussion groups invc
budge� fund-raising. trips and be
groups. MENC is probably going to ta
official position on fund raising an,
National Association of Secondary S
Principals is probably going to listen. \
worked ourselves into a visclous circle
Because we do and will raise a lot c
own money, we're allowed to. HolA
maybe we need to learn the budget pt
and become more involved in thal �
we need to evaluate whether that t
educationally justifiable and so on. W
first of all, educators and the jokes ,
music teachers and fund raising ar,
only not as funny as they once might
been, but they are putting us in a bad Ii!
educators.
Don Gerheart. and I would like tc
more of you submit anicles for p1.1blic;
Some of you college guys could wrl1
tides to help us public school guys. So 1
you public school types might have a
perience worth sharing. OR some O'
clowns could write something in a
humorous vein. I think a nice additi1
our magazine would be a little humor
article that everyone hunts for first Jl
sure you don't embarrass yourself if 1
dent picks up your magazine and 1
your article. Also · Pictures • Pictures.
Finally · VICE PRESIDENTS, Y
EQUIPMENT ORDERS ARE DUE QC
BER 1.
Have a good fall semester.

1r Executive Secretary Says...

is Is the beginning of the forty-sixth
for the New Mexico Music Educators
ciatlon. Our memberships and pro
s have steadily grown with outstand
uality being exhibited by the All-State
)5 and groups performing at the dis·
estivals.
1da Servold, NMMEA President and
ieltmans attended the MENC State
Presidents and Secretary-Treasurer
erence In Washington D. C There was
y a 100% attendance and during the
ring Ideas" sessions much information
put forth. ln the secretaries sessions
rts in the fields of Legal, IRS publica
, Insurance, Accounting. Principals,
bershlp Promotion and Retention and
vice Conferences spoke at length on
>est procedures as well as answering
1 questions. This was by far the most
mative MENC Conference I have at·
ad and I have attended all of them
e financial situation for most school
ms in New Mexico still is bleat.. and
s many problems for school boards
1dministrators. All schools will be short
rids for personnel, supplies and equip
l A music program, with good plann1 the utilization of learning materials,

equipment, available space. and schedul
ing with the administration, parents and
community, can survive. Music educators
must demonstrate to the public and legisla·
tors the intrinsic human values of creative
learning in the growth and development of
children at all ages and grade levels. There
is strong evidence that schools which offer
strong arts activity programs have a lower
drop-out rate and they are having
success.
The AU-State Music Festival and In
service Conference planning is well under
way. The NMMEA vice presidents have
been working diligently to arrange another
outstanding All-State Music Festival and
lnservice Conference to be held in the UNM

Fine Arts Center, January 10-13, 1990.
Make your plans to attend The NMMEA
All-State Music Festival and lnservice
Leadership Conference has maintained a
high standard of performance and inser·
vice activity because the leading music ed·
ucators of New Mexico schools take an ac·
tlve and involved part in the total program
to elevate and Improve music education in
New Mexico schools.
When you are asked to serve as a chair·
person. an assistant, or a sergeant-at-arms,
please accept and become Involved You
must make early arrangements for profes
sional leave from your school program.
Nearly 80% of all the music teachers in the
state attended the 1989 All-State. Be sure
to send your dues to MENC
There have been only minor changes in
the All-State Audition Procedures. Chang
es have been made in the audition centers
school assignment and the audition ma·
terial This information will be found in this
publication. Please check the Handbook
carefully. which i s printed in this issue of

THE NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN.

If I may be of any service, please do not
hesitate to contact me.

ie Heitman receiving his award from MENC President Don Corbett at the MENC
onal Summer Conference in Washington. D. C

Linda Servold and Rollie Heitman at their
Washington MENC Convention.
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From The Editor's Desk
Don Gerheart

come the closest it ever has to meeting pub
lishing expenses. Thanks go to our adver
tisers for their continued support Since
publishing costs continue to rise, I will again
ask each of you for help in asking your local
music dealer to purchase an ad in our mag
azine. It costs as little as $55 for a business
card ad which goes out to almost 1800

individuals, schools and music ind
firms.
Last, but not least, let me know wha·
would like to see changed or added.
NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN is
magazine.
fl! see you at All-State if not before
Have a greeeeeeat year!

THE NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN FINANCIAL REPORT
Don Gerheart. Editor

Report for August 1 , 1988 thru July 31, 1989

INCOME
Received from Advertisers
Received from Subscriptions
Interest from Checking acct
Subsidy from NMMEA

Another summer is about to end! 1 trust
each of you had a very enjoyable and relax
ing vacation and that you are starting what
will be a very successful school year. Re
member that the most certain way to keep
your music program in the curriculum is to
teach effectively and involve as many stu·
dents as possible. Be sure that your pro
gram is also visible to your student body,
teachers, parents and community.
I want to again make a strong push for
you, our New Mexico music teachers, to
consider Writing an article for THE NEW
MEXICO MUSICIAN. It doesn't have to
be extensive. If you have an idea that has
worked Jot it down and send it to me for
consideration in a future issue. Let's see if
we can share our ideas and expertise with
each other.
Last year was a most successful year for
THE NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN. As my
financial report indicates the magazine has

wEi.coM

NEW MEXICO
MUSIC
EDUCATORS
ASSOCIATION
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$ 8577.50
22.50
$
$ 148.84
$ 2000.00
Total Income = $10748.84

EXPENDITURES
Printing magazine including mailing
Other magazine expenses
U.S. Postage Permits
Stamps
Phone
Other office expenses
Mileage reimbursement
State Council of Editors
Honorarium

$ 9145.29
25.25
60.00
$
61 .80
$
$
19.57
14.75
$
86.24
$
25.00
$
$ 1200.00
Total Expenditures = $10637.QO

Balance on hand= $3127.26
Balance due from advertisers = $155.00

'.. ..

We're Proud to be
Headquarters for the

Inservice
Leadership
Conferen.ce
January 1990

The MUSIC
MART, Inc.
Sheet Music Specialists serving the needs of
New Mexico's Professional Music Educators
for nearly Four Decades!
You may rely on us for the finest service
because:
• Sheet music is our primary business - not just a
sideline - your music orders get the
full attention they truly deserve.
• We maintain the largest stock in the Rocky
Mountain area.
• Our knowledgeable sales staff are all college
trained musicians, currently active in
music performance. We know repertoire
and can help you find the music you need.

PHONE: (1) 265-7721
210 Yale SE/P.O. Box 4280, Albuquerque NM 87106
HOURS: 9:00-5:30, Tuesday - Saturday. Closed Sunday and Monday.
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Music in our Schools Month

Eleanor McKinney, State Chairperson
Here are some more ways New Mexico
schools celebrated MIOSM!
In Alamogordo, MIOSM activities includ
ed posters placed in the mall, an essay con
test. with winners from each fourth, fifth
and sixth grade class in each elementary
school, and programs that called attention
to Music In Our Schools Month.
Corby Trembly, of Belen, reports that Gil
Sanchez Elementary School presented a
MJOSM program entitled: "A Tribute to
America" The program included sign
language and special effects. Of special in
terest was an outline of America projected
against the wall and around the students
with an opaque projector.
In Raton, the music department sponsor·
ed a series of mini-concerts during MIOSM
Students, fresh from solo and ensemble
work, presented recital-type programs for
service clubs and organizations in town.
The elementary school in Raton hosted
an "open house." inviting parents to visit
and observe elementary music classes in
action.
Raton's middle school sponsored "Music
Day." Prizes were given for outstanding
costumes dealing with "My Favorite Thing
in Music.'' The day ended with an assembly
featuring performances by both middle
school and high school band and choral
students.
The Clovis Schools celebrated Music in
our Schools Week, March 5-11 with con·
certs. a poster contest. a talent show, a
"music bee," a "hoedown," an open house.
and a vocal/Instrumental solo festival.
MIOSM was featured prominently in the
Clovis News-Journal, and the week was

Fifth grade students
from Gil Sanchez
Elementary School
in Belen sing "Fifty
Nifty United States. "
Corby Trembly is
director.
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highlighted by a Grand Concert featuring
eight groups from the high schools, junior
high schools and the elementary schools.
Thanks to all of you who shared your
MIOSM experiences! These may serve as
ideas and incentives as we plan for next
year's MIOSM celebration.
As you plan the coming school year. keep
MIOSM in mind and be sure to plan exciting
things for March! You may be interested to
know that the theme for all MENC activities
for the year 1989-90 is "United By Music."
signifying the global impact of music and its
importance as a unifying factor the world
over. MIOSM 1990 and "The World's
Largest Concert" will reflect this theme and
will underscore the need to understand cul·
tures from around the world. With this in
mind, you may want to consider a multi
cultural emphasis during this school year.

First place winner in "My Fauorite Thin:
Music" contest. Brian Webster, Raton f..
die School, as ''Amadeus. "

Raton High School show choir entertains.

Vice-Presidents' Reports
ALL-STATE AUDITIONS

�AND

renry Estrada

I would like to welcome everyone back. I
,pe that you have had an enjoyable sum
er and are looking forward to another
osperous year with your students. It's
1other opportunity to set and accomplish
any individual and group goals for your
ldents and yourself. It's important to set
,als for yourself and to develop the talent
,u have. One of the first things you should
> as this year begins is to make plans to
tend the 1990 All-State Convention.
ans for the 1990 All-State Convention
e well underway. There will be many ex
ing clinics and concerts for you to take
Ivantage of and to help you develop your
aching skills.

ONOR BAND

Congratulations to Bill Surface and the
iesia High School Band for being selectas the 1990 New Mexico All-State
onor Band. rm sure that they will put
gether an excellent performance for us
1 the Thursday evening Honor Concert.
1anks to all the directors who submitted
pes for consideration. It's great to know
at we have so many excellent bands and
usicians in our state.

LL-STATE
The Symphonic Band Clinician for the
>90 All-State will be Mr. Floren Thomp
,n formerly from Eastern New Mexico
niversity in Portales. Paula Crider from
e University of Texas at Austin will direct
e 1990 All-State Concert Band The con
i rt programs for both groups are printed in
is issue of THE NEW MEXICO

USICIAN.

I hope that you will be able to take ad1ntage of the wide variety of clinics that

will be available at the All-State Conven
tion. Take a few moments to fill out neces
sary forms and inform your administrators
of plans to attend the All-State clinics.
University professors from New Mexico as
well assome clinicians from out-of-state will
give presentations on teachmg brass,
woodwinds, and percussion. I hope you can
attend the Jazz Concert on Wednesday
evening featuring the Albuquerque Jazz
Orchestra and the Albuquerque Commun
ity Band. Other workshops will include new
music reading sessions (jazz and concert
band), an instrument repair clinic, and
some special workshops with clinicians
sponsored by The Music Mart and Luchetti
Music.

JAZZ ALL-STATE

The second New Mexico All-State Jazz
Band Festival held at New Mexico State
University last November was a great suc
cess. Plans for the third annual All-State
Jazz Festival and Clinic are already under
way. The dates for this event are November
18 and 1 9 and will be held at NMSU again
this year. Ifyou need information about this
event contact Danny Garcia at New Mexico
State University in Las Cruces(646-2601).
NAJE (National Association ofJazz Educa
tors) will continue to have a January All
State business meeting along with clinics
and a reading session.
(SOS) 662-5851

LOS ALAMOS MUSIC
"MUSIC EDUCATION IS OUR BUSINESS"
991 CENTRAL
LOS Al.AMOS, NEW MEXICO 87544

TEX &. KAROLE FELTS

Encourage those students of yours that
should be working to audition for the All
State groups. The sample judging sheets
printed elsewhere in this issue may be of
value to students, directors, and private in
structors. Please make this information
readily available. Take note of suggested
tempo markings and minimum range re
quirements for the scales. The information
concerning scales should be found else
where in this issue. Remind your percus
sion students that all snare, timpani, and
mallet auditions will include the multiple
percussion etude. REMINDER ALL
SNARE DRUM AUDITIONS MUST fN.

CLUDE THE FIRST 14 RUDIMENTS

FROM THE STANDARD 26 AMERI·
CAN DRUM RUDIMENTS AS ADOPT
ED BY NARD., Ludwig Drum Com

pany, 1728 Cameo Ave., Chicago, fL This
requirement was inadvertently left off the
audition materials list In the Spring 1989
issue of THE NEW MEXICO MUSI

CIAN.

STATE LARGE GROUP CONCERT
FESTIVAL

Plans are proceeding toward the estab
lishment of a State level festival for concert
groups. Mr. Keith Jordan isservingas chalr
man of this committee. More information
will follow In the mail and in the next issue of
THE NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN. If you
have any ideas lo offer or would like to
serve on this committee, please contact
Keith Jordan at 296-2326 or myself at
865-5754 as soon as possible.
UST O F NEW MEXICO

ADJUDICATORS

The list of educators that are available to
judge at music festivals has been sent to
your District President or is available from
me upon request If you would like to be
added to this list, or know of someone who
would like to be added to this list please
complete the NMMEA Information Form
and send it to:
Henry Estrada
608 Vaughan St
Los Lunas, NM 87031
In addition, if you have had a change of
address or telephone number since you last
filled out a form, you should call me at 8655754 or mail the new information to me so
that our list can remain updated.
Any comments or suggestions you may
have are welcome and encouraged. To
gether we can work to make our organiza·
tion as strong and beneficial as possible.
continued on page 12
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1989 NEW MEXICO ALL-STATE AUDITION TITLES
FLUTE and PICCOLO (24 Flute Concert Studies From J. S.
Bach's Works and Famous Flute Solos. Southern B-432)
p. 9, Allegro assai (G major) quarter = 120
p. 157, Nocturne by Phillippe Gaubert (Db major)
eighth =76

OBOE and ENGLISH HORN (Selected Studies for Oboe, H.
Voxman, Rubank Inc. 939-75)
p. 19, D Major, Ferling dotted quarter =60
p. 34, Ab Major, Luft quarter = l08
SOPRANO CLARINETS Bb & Eb (Selected Studies for
Clarinet, H. Voxman, Rubank Inc. 938-75)
p. 22, Eb Major, Ferling-Rose, Andante, quarter =76:
Adagio, quarter =60
p. 25, Gambaro, C minor quarter = 120
ALTO, BASS, CONTRA-ALTO and CONTRA-BASS
CLARINETS (Me/odious and Progressive Studies. book 1 for
clarinet, David L Hite, Southern B-448)
page numbers vary with different editions
18 Expressive Studies based on chords No. 2 (A minor),
quarter =80
24 Melodic Studies, No. 2 (B minor), dotted quarter = 116
BASSOON (J. Weissenborn Bassoon Studies, Opus 8, No. 2
for Advanced Players. Carl Fisher, N448-43)
p. 8-9 No. 12 Allegro (C Major) quarter =144
p. 32-33, No. 39 Largo (last 5 lines only)
dotted quarter =52
ALTO SAXOPHONE (Selected Studies for Saxophone. H.
Voxman, Rubank, Inc., 939-75)
p. 12. Andante (E minor), Heinze, eighth =76
p. 46. Allegretto (Bb Minor), Heinze quarter =176
TENOR & BARITONE SAXOPHONES (Selected Studies
for Saxophone, H. Voxman, Rubank. Inc., 939-75)
p. 22, Allegro (B Minor), Gambaro quarter = 132
p. 36, Andante sostenuto (Ab Major), Fedorow,
dotted quarter =60
TRUMPET and CORNET (Selected Studies for Comet or
Trumpet. H. Voxman, Rubank Inc., 948-75)
p. 2, C Major, Gallay quarter =56
p. 20, D Major, Bohme dotted quarter =60
FRENCH HORN (355 Selected Melodious Progressive and
Technical Studies for French Horn. Max Pottag/Andraud,
Southern B-134)
p. 40, Andante. H. Kling, "Old Notation" (bass clef notes
written 8va lower than they sound) quarter =76
p. 54 No. 38. Allegretto, Gallay dotted quarter =108
TENOR TROMBONE (40 Progressive Studies for Trom
bone(in the Bass Clef). H. W. Tyrell, Boosey& Hawkes H. & S.
6557)
p. 8, No.8. Andante. (F Major) quarter =84
p. 35, No.35. Adagio (Bb Minor) dotted quarter =60
BASS TROMBONE (40 Advanced Studies for Bb Bass.
H.W. Tyrell. Boosey & Hawkes. B. & H. 8991)
p. 30. No. 30. Moderato. (G Major) quarter = 100
p. 31. No. 31. Andante quarter =76

BARITONE and EUPHONIUM (40 Progressive Studie.
Trombone (in the Bass Clef). H. W. Tyrell, Boosey & Ha\.\.
H. & s. 6557)
p. 6, No. 6, Adagio, (C Major) quarter =60
P.14, No. 14, Allegretto, (Ab Major) dotted quarter =6(

TUBA (70 Studies for BBb Tuba Volume I, Blazhe,
Robert King Music Co., Music For Brass No. 2002A)
p. 17, No. 18, Moderato, (Bb Major) quarter =1 1 2
p. 36, No. 34, Andante cantabile. (A Major)
dotted quarter =66

SNARE DRUM (Adventures in Solo Drumming 20 S,
Drum Solos. W. Schinstine, Southern B-162)
p. 16, The Other Street, Moderato quarter = 100

MALLETS (Modern School for Xylophone Marimba Vi
phone, M. Goldenberg, Chappell & Co.)
p. 76, No. XVlll quarter =72
p. 84, No. XX.Vll, Moderato quarter = 92

TIMPANI (The Solo Timpanist 26 Etudes, Vic Firth, •
Fischer N4181)
p. 27, No. XV quarter = 1 1 6

ALL PERCUSSION WILL ALSO NEED: (Audition Etu
Garwood Whaley, for snare drum, timpan� keyboard per,
sion, and multiple percussion, Meredith Music Publicatio
p. 29, No. 4, (substitute crash cymbals for suspended cym�
quarter = 126
REMINDER: All snore drum oud11ions must include the first I 4 rudm
from the standard 26 American Drum Rud,menrs os adopted by NA
Ludw,g Drum Co. 1728 Comen Aue Chicago, IL

REQUIRED SCALES FOR WIND AND PERCUSSION AUDITIC
INSTRUCTIONS

I The chromatic scate and all twelve ma1or scales are required trom mer
Students should be lamlflar wllh enharmonic spelling&.
(For example: c,; major - Ob majol)
2. Scates will be asked by starting tone No transposition 1s required
3. Start on the lowest tonlc possible.
4. The main Judging criteria will be tone, speed, and accuracy.
5. The lollowing range Indications are minimum requirements.
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1 2 Reasons For Selecting
the Artley 1 8-0
Flute

I•

�·
TI

.I

•
C.'

1'

I. Superior Scale - Anle�
incorporates the: latc,t
ad\ance, ,n ,�ale Jcs1gn
a-.unn.i.i more precise
m1on.t11on and unpwH-d
rc,pon,.: 1hroughou1 everY
reg,ster

2. Ad\11.fl(:ed Hcadjolnt
De,.ign - Ac, launcJ a.,
�a,tl} superior hl com·
pc1111vc models the
Anlc) he,J1nmt proviJ,:<,
merc.1so.l re,[1<>11-.c anJ
,uperh proJl'<'IIOII

�
J. So111·ri<,r Sil•t-T Platlni:
Tlie tmli1.1111 lu,1n, ,, 1
Ank) sihcr plaung h .w
wrcrmr 11', Fuaranti:c.l
for fi,c ye-Jr-.

4. Rsdhl\l'd and Rollt.·d
Tolll: Holt1. - Tone hole,
arc ,ntcgr:dly J111wn from
the body "''th a ruJmscd
ba,c tur lullne" nf
sound and rolled at the
hp for increased paJ Ilk

5. R11d105cd Widl' Ba�
Po<,h - l\Cl") f'l"I ll,
fl.ired 1 ,1 b,1,c 10 pro·
,ide h.:tkr 1atu111,
thmu�hoot tht• kc} n,c,;h
an"m, 9"ur,ng ,, long
laMmg lidJu,LnlCnt

6. Ont"-pit-ct• Rib C"om.in,clion
A ,mgle nh rein·
torcmg lht' �nure tlutc
b<xly a, urc, u:,uratc l.c)
Jlignmt•nt 11nd ,1ah1l11y
,·,pec,all} m the cnu,-:.1 G
and Gt toot, hole area.

('
-�-�; --- ��
·- �!'.'.'.:.:.={"'
' _.,....._ � .t:
�...
··"'
1

...

7. Pu"er 1-·orgt--d Ke)� Artk) i.cy m«lwm•m,
are 1he strongt!l,I 11, :itl·
11hlc. And (lO'l'Cf fori:ed
k<!ys allo"' for 50pcnor
rcgulallon ,,r evcl")
m,trumcnl

- �I
ijfim
- =--=-•
II. Phosphor Bron7.e S�
- Sen,iuvc flute key
movement requtrc:; ,pnngs
wnh cons1Ment memory,
t>ut not excessive tension
- qu:ihti� mhercru m
phosphor bronze.

8. Double Skin Pad<. AJhenng 111 ,tncl •poc1fi·
CJlmn�. J\nh:y pads .an:
dc�1gncd 10 hold their �t
longer Jnd pruv1dc a
more ><:cure feel

9. Four Fine Adjustina

Screws - Crlt1cal adju:-l
meolb CUI be made quickly
and eaS1ly w11h lhc aid of
four individual adJ�ting
�rcw� on the left 11nd
nght hand r.c<:llom.

'

10. Taper«! Nylok Ph vt
Scttw,c - Borw..,cJ from
pmte,�Klnal m,1rumen1
dC!>1gn, uapcred ,crcW1
redu<.� friction and pro
vide ,1 lighu,r, Mnoother
and m(>re prcci..e action.

I

To learn more about how tht' Artley l8-0 will benent your
:.tudenl\, cont� your authorized Conn Dealer.

12. The Artie, Warnmty The supenor del.1gn and
crafismaru.lup of every
An!ey flute allo"'� Anley
to offer the fine,t wammty
m the indu•My!

1000 lnduatrlal Parkway
Elkhan, Indiana 46516

AVAILABLE AT THESE AUTHORIZED CONN DEALERS:

Maya Mu•lc Company
Albuquerque
Mu1lc
Albuquerque

Bob Farley

Music Box
Laa Cruces

The

Cua De Mu•k:•
Las Veg11

Ginsberg Mualc Company
Roswell
Northern New Mexk:o Music
Santa Fe

11

Band continued
1990 All-State Symphonic Band
Floren Thompson, Eastern New Mexico
University (retired), Director

1990 All-State Concert Band
Paula Crider, University of Texas at
Austin, Director

Orchestra Audition Material

Program:

Program:

String Audition Etudes

The Liberty Bell March,
John Philip Sousa
Publisher. Presser

The Washington Post March.
John Philip Sousa
Publisher. Carl Fischer

Bass Viol · Simandl Thirty Etude�

Symphony # l ,
Bukvich

lines cut to last3 measures (measure!
last 3) Carl Fisher

Armenian Dances (Part 1),
Alfred Reed
Publisher. Fox
My Jesus! Oh, What Anguish,
J . S. Bach/Alfred Reed
Publisher. C.L Barnhouse
Fantasia in G,
Timothy Mahr

Publisher. Kjos

Festal,
Elliot Del Borgo

Publisher. Jensen
Publisher. Kjos

Sarabande and Polka.
Malcolm Arnold
Publisher. Carl Fischer

International

Cello - Schroeder, Vol. II #92 First

#97 Beginning through line 6 (meas•

19)

Viola - Palashko #5 First five lines
sures 1-14) International

Orchestra

# 10 Beginning to key change (meast
32)

Doug Poff

Violin - Kreutzer Forty-two Studies II

I trust each of you had a relaxing and
productive summer. As you read this, sum·
mer activities are a memory; the school year
with all its planning and work is a reality. I
hope your endeavors are going well thus
far. Please welcome new teachers to our
state by passing on information or with an
encouraging word.
Many of the preparations are being made
for the 1990 All-State. Please acquaint
yourself with the audition materials as well
as the programs for each orchestra We are
indeed fortunate to have nationally recog
nized guest conductors. David Becker from
the University of Wisconsin will be conduct
ing the Symphony Orchestra. The Concert
Orchestra will be under the baton of Robert
Culver from the University of Michigan.
Please encourage your students to audition
so that they might have the opportunity to
work with one of these outstanding
educators.
I would like to congratulate Ron Teare
and the Sandia High School Orchestra on
their selection as this year's Honor Orches
tra. l look forward to an outstanding per·
formance during the Honor Concert.
The sessions for directors at All-State will
be a real treat Our clinician will be Gerald
Anderson from the University of California,
Los Angeles. Teachers at all levels will be
able to take something useful back to their
classrooms. Session topics are: Successful
Techniques for Teaching Beginning
Strings. The Road to Improved Sight-read
ing and Performance in the String Class.
and All for Strings: Performance Selec·
lions-A Hands-On Sampling of New Litera·
lure for Young Orchestra
12

ginning through measure 36
International

#3 Begin at measure 10 to the end
#12 First four lines (measures 1-12)

SCALES
Bass Viol- B Major and G# Melodic
2 octaves

Cello • Ab Maior and E Melodic Mir
3 octaves
We will also be showing the ASTA spon·
sored "Inner Game of Music" and Music
Mart will sponsor a reading session of new
music. Please plan to attend these sessions
and check the schedule of events. If your
name appears I n some capacity that you are
unable to fulfill, please contact me.

Viola - E Major and C/1 Melodic Mir
3 octaves

Violin - C/1 Major and Db Melodic �
3 octaves

PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL SCALE�
TO BE PERFORMED AT J =96 MJ

1990 All-State Symphony Orchestra Program

Overture to Rienzi/Wagner (Kalamus)
"Hoe Down" From Rodeo/Copland (Boosey& Hawkes)
Symphony #2, MVT. IV/Sibelius (Kalamus)

1990 All-State Concert Orchestra Program

Russian Sailor's Dance/Gliere (Kalamus)
Komm Susser Tod/Bach/Stokowski (Broude Brothers)
Night in Mexico/Creston (Shawnee Press)

iORAL

me Roberts

Zadok the Priest Arista #0567
Georg Frideric Handel
(1685-1759)

:!come back to fall, students, music
ealityl It seems that summer is shorter,
>I lasts longer, and my budget for
: slimmer. I hope you have had an
ng summer and are ready to meet the
1ear refreshed
:ase review the All-State audition pro·
res and requirements for your stu
,. Fees are $4.00 per student Please
in all registrations on time. I know the
:hairmen will certainly be apprecia·

Die Nachtigall Hinshaw Music HMC-407
Felix Mendelssohn
(1809-1847)

additional girls choir piece was added
the Music Mart mailing. Please be sure
der this selection for your students.
1 r college choir for the Friday night
ert will be from Eastern New Mexico
ersity, under the direction of David
J. Plan to attend and support their
,rmance.
, ngratulations to Denise Baccadutre
he Moriarty Women's Choir for being
ted by the review committee as the
>r Choir for All-State 1 990. To all who
1 n tapes, we thank you for your efforts
.vould encourage you to submit again
992. Next year's consideration will be
1 to large choral programs and
ols.
-State 1990 is planned. anticipated,
�opefully destined to be a success for
:horal division. I want to thank the
�I committee members for their input
;upport. 1 am most anxious to hear our
-s under the direction of Dr. Ray
nson and Dr. Rhonda Fleming. They
spent many hours developing their
rams and l feel confident that the
c selected will be an educational,
cal experience for our students.
ope the sessions we have planned will
ell attended and appreciated by all Dr.
1 Whitlock. professor of music educa·
at Texas Christian University in Fort
th will be presenting a workshop featur·
he Choral Anthology "Sing." This is
ished by Hinshaw Music, Martha
1er, Publisher. Hinshaw Music has gra·
sly sponsored Mrs. Whitlock's expens·
>r our benefit The sub-title for this
ts hop is "Using a Choral Anthology
thout Pain."
1other workshop planned features the
.v Mexi-Chords" of Albuquerque. Their
:tor is planning to share the wealth of
ic and experiences available for the
i singer. Certainly this will encourage us
ok for ways to enlist more men in our
1rams. This fine men's group will be the
onstration choir.
ontinuing the emphasis on the male
er. we are proud to include the

•winter Song(TTBB)
(Boys Audition Title)
Frederick Field Bullard Theodore Presser
332-10160
(1864-1904)
What Would I Do Without My Music
Ed Lojeski Hal Leonard PCS-08276950
Great Day arr. by Warren Martin
Theodore Presser 312-40080
(1916-1981)
Albuquerque Boy Choir for one of our ses·
sions. Under the leadership of Dr. John
Clark, their performance and workshop for
us will be under the guest baton of Dr.
Patterson, conductor of the Houston Boy
Choir. As always, it is our distinct pleasure
to welcome the new music reading session
sponsored by The Music Mart Joe Keith
has always been a source for new octavos
and fun reading sessions. Come sing, enjoy,
and experience!
I would encourage your assistance at all
functions where you have been assigned ro
moderate or be sergeant at arms. All-State
cannot work without you!
Have a great fall. Call me if I can be of
help to you and your program in any
way.

•Recommended audition pieces. You can
choose which one would be more
appropriate.
Girl's Choir
PROGRAM
Dr. Rhonda Fleming
"Domine Non Sum Dignus"
Victoria • ed. Cox
Audition piece
(Latin)
Lawson Gould 51901
"II est Bel et Bon" Passereau · Bourne
8205385-353
(French)
"The Lord Is My Sheperd" Hal Leonard
50295730
"Danny Boy" arr. Dawson Kjos 6171

All-State Chorus
January 10-13, 1990
Program

"Ching-A· Ring-Chaw" Copland
Boosey & Hawkes 5025

Di><it Maria Belwin Mills, FECO 9679
(1564-1612)
Hans Leo Hassler

"Zion's Walls" Copland
Boosey & Hawkes 6071

•Ascend!! Deus-Associated, #50228280
(Audition Title)
Jacobus Gallus
(1550-1591)
Hal Leonard

"Laughing Song" Lloyd Pfautsch
Lawson Gould

UNIVERSITY of ARIZONA
Degrees:
B.M., B.A.
B.F.A., M.M.
D.M.A., Ph.D.

( �

SCHOOi of MUSIC

David G. Woods, Director

Audition dates in Tucson

January 13, 1990
February 3, 1990
March 3, 1990

Scholarships are
Available

MUSICAL EXCELLENCE FOR THE SOUTHWEST

For information
contact:

Write or call:

Undergraduate Programs:
Dr. Greg Steinke
(602) 621-5929

Graduate Programs:
Dr. Roy Johnson
(602) 621-1454

SCHOOL OF MUSIC
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85721
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New Mexico Music Educators Association
1989 All-State Audition Schedule, Centers & Chairpersons
November6

Las Cruces

Beth Borchert
405 Phillips
Las Cruces 88005

Alamorogordo, Animas, Cobre.
Deming, Gadsden, Hatch, Las
Cruces, Silver City, T or C.
Tularosa

November7

Roswell

Steve Thorp
46 Bent Tree Rd.
Roswell 88201

Artesia, Carlsbad, Camzozo,
Dexter, Eunice, Hagerman,
Hobbs, Lovington, Roswell,
Tatum

November8

ENMU
Portales

David Gerig
School of Music
ENMU
Portales 88130

Clayton, Clovis. Fort Sumner.
Logan, Portales, Santa Rosa,
Texico, Tucumcari

Dale Kempter
APS, Box 25704
Albuqueruqe 87125

Albuquerque. Aztec, Belen,
Bloomfield, Bernalillo, Central
Cons., Espanola, Farmington,
Gallup. Grants, Las Vegas, Los
Alamos, Los Lunas, Moriarty,
Mora. Raton, Taos

November 9·10 UNM
Albuquerque

String Instruments Auditions

November 8

Las Cruces

November 9-10 Albuquerque
UNM

Kurt Chrisman
Box 323
Fairacres 88033

Alamogordo. Artesia. Las Cruces,
Roswell. Portales

Dale Kempter
APS, Box25704
Albuquerque 87125

Albuquerque, Farmington, Los
Alamos, Santa Fe, Socorro. United
World College

Wind & Percussion Instrument Auditions
Tony Montano
November 27 Las Cruces
210 Taylor Rd
Las Cruces 88005

Alamogordo, Animas, Cobre.
Deming. Gadsden. Hatch, Las
Cruces, Silver City, T or C.
Tularosa

November 28

Artesia

Bill Surface
2104 Clayton
Artesia 88210

Artesia, Carlsbad, Carrizozo.
Dexter, Eunice, Hagerman,
Hobbs, Lovington, Roswell,
Tatum

November 29

Portales
ENMU

Pat Henry
Portales HS
Portales 88130

Clayton. Clovis, Fort Sumner,
Logan, Portales, Santa Rosa,
Texico, Tucumcari

November 30

Albuquerque

Dale Kempter
APS, Box 25704
Albuquerque 87125

Albuquerqu.i, Farmington, Los
Alamos, Santa Fe. Socorro. United
World College

UNM

OF NOT£ ..
The John Philip Sousa Foundation
National High School Honors Band

The John Philip Sousa Foundatic
National High School Honors Band we
superb musical group which performed·
full house in Washington's Departme1
Auditorium last May 13.
132 students from 43 states met
Washington four days prior to the cone
for intensive rehearsals under the bator
Col. John R Bourgeois, conductor of
United States Marine Band
Following the program by the h
school group was a brilliant performance
the Marine Band, also conducted by C
Bourgeois.
Guest conductors with the Sousa Be
were Col. George S . Howard, former c ,
ductor of the U.S. Air Force Band and
Honorable J. William Middendorf, II. Ct
cert moderator was Michael Ryan of ·
Marine Band. Special concert guests w ,
Sousa Foundation board members Jee
Dixon and John Philip Sousa Ill C
chairmen of the project were Dr. Al Wri!
and Maxine Lefever.
Participating in the band from your st,
was Elisa Diane Kisselburg from Godde
High School

OF NOT£ ..

The New Mexico Chapter of the Ame
can Orff-Schulwerk Association welcorr
the readers of THE NEW MEXIC
MUSICIAN to attend our 1989-19'
workshops:

September 23 Dr. Ellen McCullou�
Brabson (Albuq.)

October! 4-15 · Annual Retreat (Trail W ,
Lodge. Co.)

November 8-12 · 23rd National Conf,
ence (Atlanta)
February 3 · Kay Hoffman (Santa Fe)

Deadlines for submitting copy and advertising to
THE NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN are:
October 1 - Winter 1 989 issue
March 1 - Spring 1 990 issue
August 1 - Fall 1 990 issue

14

March 1 0 · Lillian Yaross (Santa Fe)

April 28 · Chapter Sharing/Business M1

TBA

For registration or further informatic
contact
Priscilla B. Zimmerman, President
New Mexico-American Orff-Schulwe
Association
4120 Cheyenne Circle
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
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WHY STUDY MUSIC?
William L Waggoner
Highland University

In the present era of educational reform
and/or change, the place of music in the
school curriculum is being challenged,
questioned, and sadly, in some instances,
eliminated. The central problem of the
music educator is quite clear. Can music be
justified in the academic curriculum? The
answer is, of course, a very resounding
YES! The problem, however, is not just
convincing ourselves, but rather the great
variety of forces that impact on curriculum
development in the modern school i.e.,
elementary, secondary, and post-secon·
dary education. The problem is everlasting
and music educators must continually be
ardent advocates of the musical arts. How
can music educators better articulate the
Virtues of music study?
Today, humankind is capable of creating
and controlling much of the environment
Assuming then that the environment can be
controlled, it must be made into a positive
force for self-fulfillment Music, the most
abstract of all the arts, is part of our total
environment Since music is an art that
''seeks you out," it is impossible to avoid
Music, the most ubiquitous of all the arts, is
everywhere. It is heard in supermarkets,
professional offices, elevators, telephones
on hold, and even at sporting events.
Granted much of the public exposure to
music is quite superficial. Serious music,
however, goes far beyond mere entertain·
ment and recreation. The musical arts en·
compass the total range of the human ex
perience. The study of music, therefore, is
the study of all human emotional and intel
lectual capacities.
The main reason for the study of music is
to aid in the understanding of humanity.
Recent events, especially in China, have
emphasized the absolute necessity for
awareness of human values and self-ful·
fillment. What good are basic skills, other
than vocational tools, unless they can aid in
the search of human values and truth? Do
we learn to read and calculate only t o aid us
in the making of more money? Despite the
fact that music can teach the basic skills,
music study goes way beyond the mere
craft of practical learning. For example,
what does one do with one's self upon re
tirement? The study of music is no less
pragmatic than the study of any other dis·
cipline. Music must be studied to serve the
purposes and needs of self and humanity.
The study of music is then the study of both
the objective and the subjective.

16

How are the goals of music education
realized? Music teachers must have a very
strong commitment and constantly re
kindle their spirits. Each year music educa·
tors must again dedicate themselves to the
tasks at hand. They must focus their talents
and attentions on both performers and
non·performers alike. The intelligent musi·
cal amateur and non-performer is essential
to the continual prosperity and survival of
the musical arts. Music must be for every·
one-not just an elite group of performers.
The musical arts should be a pleasant avo·
cation for the general population, a part of
athletic events, books, parlor games. and
television. Moreover, music teaching goes
beyond the entertainment motive. School
music groups cannot even attempt to com
pete with those from the professional
media. Music exists in the schools primarily
to cultivate the intellect and spread know
ledge. Good music programs will provide
learning experiences for all students (K·
12). It is particularly vital that young child
ren be exposed to great music as early as
possible. The professional music educator,
therefore, must be involved in curriculum
decision-making and the teaching of young
children as well as secondary school stu·
dents. In many cases, music educators are
obliged to educate administrators to this
important fact Far too often, music pro
grams for young children become budget
casualties because professionals outside of
music have the sole input in the budget
process. There are, of course, many impor·
tant music skills which must be taught to
young children. Among these skills are
music reading, listening. performing, and
creating. Children learn music by partici·
patlng and doing. There are a great host of
musical experiences that should be provid
ed for all elementary school children. The

•

early years of schooling are the ideal time t
develop consumers for the musical arts.
Additionally, music teachers must nc
neglect the gifted student with superic
musical talent The gifted musician need
just as much attention as those at othE
positions on the intellectual continuurr
Students with exceptional musical abilitie
should learn with other students. Gifte,
musicians, however, should also have th,
opportunity for acceleration of their learn
ing. This does not mean that those witl
special musical gifts should be necessaril'.
directed to the extremely competitive worlc
of professional music. The decision to pur
sue a career in any discipline should b,
strictly a personal choice. Music educators
therefore, must provide special learnin!
opportunities for all students regardless o
abilities.
Finally, music teachers must continue tc
grow and study while on the job. This goe!
beyond taking a few courses from time tc
time at the university for salary enhance·
ment and fulfillment of continuing educa·
tion requirements. We in music educatlor
must strive to increase our breadth of know
ledge in music and general culture. Educa·
lion is a lifelong task. There is no such thinf
as a "terminal degree." Our society Is a ve�
competitive one indeed. Everything is in a
constant state of flux, especially music, anc
in order to compete it may be necessary tc
sacrifice an extend ourselves for the sake ot
survival. It has been said that the only per
manent force in history is change.
In order to keep pace with the every•
changing world, it is necessary for us to
continue to study to be able to adapt to the
broad environmental needs of our stu
dents, schools, and society.

PHONE 983·7931

NORTHERN NEW MEXICO MUSIC CO.
825 CERRILLO$ RD., SANTA FE. NM 87502-4131

Linda M . Dixon, Owner

Cal Deater, Repair

Nancy Davis - Music Department

AVAILABLE AT THESE AUTHORIZED KJNG DEALERS:
Don Leaman Music C.nter
Albuque111ue

Baldocks Music Nole
Clovla

Rocky Mountain Musk:
Farmington

Ginsberg Music Company
Roswell

The Music Shop
Almogordo

Sun Valley Music
Espanola

Music World
Hobbs

Allegro Music Inc.
Santa Fe
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Vice-President's Report
ELEMENTARY/ JHS
Donna Moore

where we get the opportunity to make de
cisions and share ideas for future NMMEA
conferences, so don't miss it Your input is
valued!
Our Headliner Clinician for the Friday
session is Sue Snyder of West Norwalk.
Connecticut Dr. Snyder, representing
MacMillan, will present a non-textbook re·
lated series of sessions entitled: ''VIEWS

OF THE ELEMENTARY SCENE: Mat

ials and Concepts. Process. amd �
quence. " Dr. Snyder is taking this ,opp

tunity to share her newest and f1resh
ideas, so you'll want to be sure to attten,
Now is the time to plan for AII-Statte. P
registration is important this year, so !
that form In early and ·· see !YOU
January!
continued on p,age

All-State

I am really excited about the line-up of
sessions for our NMMEA Conference
1 9901 You will have a hard time choosing
which ones to attendl
Three book companies will present ses·
sions on Thursday- MacMillan, Holt. and
Silver Burdett/Gm'l. Sue Snyder will pre·
sent the MacMillan session and Joanne
Ryan will represent Sliver Burdett/Ginn.
These sessions never fail to yield new and
exciting ideas for the general music class·
room,
Marie Esquibel and John Truitt of Albu
querque, have compiled a Hispanic Kit of
New Mexico songs, games and dances.
They will present some of these for us in two
sessions on Thursday. Those who have at·
tended this workshop before have given it
rave reviews!
In addition, on Thursday, Ron Torrez
and Janice Havlena, of UNM's Children's
Psychiatric HospitaL will give a session en
titled: "Why Mosquitoes Buzz In People's
Ears · An Interdisciplinary Experience."
The workshop will include a videotape
demonstrating the involvement of children
in an arts experience utilizing the visual arts,
music and the literary arts.
The Sharing Panel, which was so suc·
cessful last year, will be repeated. This
year's topic is "Classroom Management."
The panel will present ideas and activities
for classroom management and will leave
time for a question/answer session. If you
have management tips you'd like to share in
a hand-out form, please bring them.
Don't forget our section meeting. which
will be, as last year, at a Dutch·Treat
Luncheon, at noon on Thursday. This Is
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lementary/Jr. High continued
nited By Music"

'United By Music" is the theme for all
:NC activities during the 1989-1990
1001 year. This theme emphasizes the
,bal impact of music and music's signifi·
1ce in unifying world cultures.
"1ENCs newest publication, MulticuJ·

·al Perspectives in Music Education,

!sents a pragmatic approach to the class·
>m integration of world music traditions
· upper elementary through high school
dents. (A portion of this publication, in·
, entally. was written by UNM's Ellen
:Cu\lough· Brabson). Music In Our
hools Month and "The World's Largest
,ncert" will also reflect this global em·
asis. Because of this multicultural em·
asis in the year 1989-1990, New Mexico
1sic educators may want to consider a
1lticultural or "world musics" theme as
!Y plan this year's curriculum.

�as and Insights

I\ new feature on this page will be IDEAS
m INSIGHTS. This will be another way
· us to share with one another. I believe
r fellow teachers are our best resource.
iase share your ideas and creative in·
!hts on such topics as management. first·
,u survival, organization, books you've
id, successful programs, multicultural
ms ·· things that have worked for YOU. It
n be a paragraph or two. or a sentence or
o. One thing to remember. if you have an
!a, don't assume everyone knows it al·
�dy They probably don't! And •· don't

wait to be asked! To kick off this new f e a ·
ture, rve asked Ellen McCullough· Brabson
and Diane Bonnell to be our first contri·
butors. Dr. McCullough-Brabson is asso·
date professor of music education at the
University of New Mexico, and Diane
Bonnell is supervisor of elementary and
middle school general music for Albuquer·
que Public Schools.

CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT TIPS
FROM DIANE BONNELL:

These are a few suggestions for class·
room management that I have collected
from various sources and from observing
teachers of well-managed classrooms. I
hope they will be helpful reminders especi·
ally for NEW TEACHERS. as you start a
new school year.
1 Plan ahead!
2. Develop good pacing skills and flexi·
bllity in delivery of lessons.
3. Model and create a climate of equal·
ity, courtesy, and mutual respect.
4. Develop student self-discipline by
offering consistent, logical, fair, fully
understood guidelines for behavior.
5. Change environment to change be·
havior.
6 Remove a disruptive student from an
activity to another place in the room.
Have the student return to the group
when he is ready to participate
positively.
7 Be sensitive to student responses and
involvement

8. Call attention to and reward positive
behavior. Find strengths and positive
things that students do.
9. Use humor.
10. Enjoy your teaching and share the
joys of music with your students.

A BOOK LOOK by DR ELLEN
McCULLOUGH-BRABSON

"Go In and Out the Window: An lllustrat·
ed Songbook for Young People'' is literally
a masterpiece. It is a music book filled with
favorite and familiar children's songs as
well as illustrations for each song from the
New York Metropolitan Museum of Art.
Guitar chords and fingerings for each song
are also included
The preface of the book describes the
music and art connection. It states, "It is in
the mixture of music and art that the magic
of this book lies. The commentary that ap
pears along with each song explores this
magic, discussing the music. the art, and the
combination of the two. It Is our hope that
this unique presentation will cause songs
that have delighted many generations to be
experienced afresh." There is no doubt that
the books 61 "classic" childhood songs and
corresponding art treasures will richly en·
hance any music teacher's book collec·
tlon.
As the book jacket states. "Here is cause
to sing!" Title: Go In and Out the Window.
An lllustrated Songbookfor Young People
Authors: Dan Fox and Claude Marks Pub
lishers: The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York and Henry Holt and Company.

U n i forms by e

Bud Bradley

1000 South Fourth Street
Greenville, IL 62246
Toll Free 1-800-228·8134
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District Presidents Reports
District 1 -Southwest

Kurt Chrisman

I hope the summer gave you time to re·
evaluate methods and goals and to come
up with a few new and interesting ways to
teach. The southwest district is busy gearing
up for the year's music festivals and music
events.
Many thanks to John Fannin, our past
president, for his hard work this past year. I
am looking forward to serving as your new
district president. Please let me know if I can
help you in any way or if you have ideas that
will help our district or state organization.
The membership at our spring meeting dis·
cussed a number of items and passed
several motions. Solo and ensemble fees
have been raised from $2.50 to $3.00. We
will present our proposal for hiring a district
executive secretary at our fall meeting. Our
fall meeting will be atl0:00 am, August 26,

District 2 - Southeast

in the Mayfield High School Music Build
ing. The district festivals will be as follows:
Solo & Ensemble
Nov. 18, 1989 · H.S. Orchestra •
Alamogordo
Feb. 23, 1990 · Vocal · Alamogordo
Feb. 24, 1990 · Mid-School Orchestra ·
Las Cruces
March 3. 1990 · Band· Onate H. S. in Las
Cruces
Large Group Festival
(all held at NMSU Recital Hall)
April 18, 1990 · Orchestra
April 19, 1990 - Vocal

April 20. 21, 1990 · Band

For any new teachers to our district,
me encourage you to participate in the c
trict and state activities and to get involv,
We have many fine teachers that would
glad to share ideas and strategies with ye
Changing jobs can be a time of much an
ety. A little help and encouragement can
a long way toward starting out the year 01
positive note! I would like to thank t
NMSU music faculty and staff for helping
arrange use of their fine music facility '
our district music events. The recital h
gives our students a chance to realize t
esthetic value of performing music no m,
ter how young or inexperienced they a
After all the hard work in the music roo
performing in the cafeteria or gym does
add much to the musical ambiance excE
an aroma. Thank you for going out of yo
way to help our students.

Orlando Rodriguez

Marching Band Festival · Oct. 21 ·
Artesia

Instrumental Solo & Ensemble · Feb. 1·
ENMU

To all new music educators and those
returning, District 2 extends you a wel·
come. I hope everyone has had an enjoy
able summer.
A special thanks to Beckie Mason for
serving the past two years as Southeast
District president. Jackson Reynolds has
served as secretary-treasurer and was re
elected to that office by acclamation. Vice
president is Steve Thorp from Roswell.
Congratulations from District 2 to the
Artesia High School band and Bill Surface
for being selected as the 1990 Honor
Band.
The Southeast District's musical events,
dates and sites are as follows:

Vocal All-State Audition · Nov. 7 ·
Roswell

Vocal Solo & Ensemble · Feb. 24 •
Roswell

Vocal All-State Audition · Nov. 8 · ENMU

Vocal Sub-Dist. Solo & Ens. · Mar. 3 ·
Hobbs

District 3 - Northwest

Sam Pemberton

Welcome to the new school year! If you
are teaching music in the Northwestern Dis
trict of the New Mexico Music Educators
Association and did not attend the Septem
ber business meeting, you can get informa·
tion on district festival participation from
our district secretary. Your other district
officers (President Sam Pemberton,
Gallup High School; Band Vice- President
Janet Isham, Kirtland High School; Choral
Vice· President Jerry Sanders, Aztec High
School;
Secretary/Treasurer.
Danny
Hansen. Bloomfield High School) are also
eager to help you.
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All-District Band Auditions · Nov. 11 ·
Clovis
Instrumental All-State Auditions- Nov. 28 ·
Artesia
Instrumental All-State Auditions· Nov. 29 ·
ENMU
All-District Band · Dec 8,9 · Artesia

Following is a schedule of the NMMEA
Northwestern District's 1989-90 events. In
most cases, entry deadlines are one month
before the event. Music groups not in our
district are welcome to participate as sched
uling permits.
Sep. 13 · 5:30-10:00pm · NWNMMEA
Business Meetin g · Newcomb HS
Oct. 20 - 3:00-8:00pm · JH/Mid School
Choir Clinic (SA&SAB Choirs only) ·
JFK Mid Sch
Oct. 24 • 3:00-9:00pm · Marching Band
Festival · Gallup Sch Stadium

Instrumental Large Group • Apr. 20, 21
Hobbs

Vocal Large Group Festival · Apr. 27 ,2t
Clovis

Please feel free to contact me if I can be
any help or assistance at 393-0746 (horn,
397-3241 (school). Best wishes for a su
cessful fall semester.
Nov. 4 · All Day · Zia (State) Marching
Festival · UNM Albq.

Dec 9 - All Day • Honor Band Audition!
Newcomb HS

Jan. 26 - All Day· Honor Band Rehearsa
JFK Mid Sc
Jan. 27 - All Day· Honor Band Rehearsal
Concert · Aztec HS

Feb. 3 - All Day - JH/HS VocalS&E Festiv
(North) · Bloomfield HS

continued on page �

District 6 · Central
Michael Foster

istrict 3 continued
b. 3 - All Day - - JH/HS Band S&E
stival (South) - Gallup HS

By the time you read this message you
will be well into your school year, and be
preparing for some musical endeavor. It
would behoove us to reflect back on the last
decade as a time of changes and a time of
growth in music education in New Mexico.
It is imperative to remember that it was
made possible through the efforts of many
unrecognized people and countless volun
teer hours.
The festivals in particular were created
and developed as a means to improve your
program. In the next decade, the opportun·
ity will present itself for you to host a festi·
val Don't let this opportunity pass you by. If
nothing else, take the time to offer your
assistance at one of your district events.
Believe me, it will be appreciated
Rnally, congratulations to the new dis
trict officers elected at our June meeting.

b. 1 0 - All Day - · JH/HS Vocal S&E
stival (South) - JFK Mid Sc

b. 10 - All Day - - JH/HS Band S&E
stival (North) - TBA

1r. 16 - 3:30-8:00pm · JH/HS Choir
mcert & SR Festival · Bloomf1eld HS

1r. 17 · All Day· JH/HS Choir Concert &
1 Festival · Bloomfield HS

,r. 20 · 3:30-8:00pm · JH/HS Band
,ncert & SR Festival · Farmington HS

>r. 21 · AU Day · JH/HS Band Concert &
t Festival · Farmington HS

1y 9 - 6:30-10:00pm · NWNMMEA
tsiness Meet · Newcomb HS

S

President - Michael Foster, Grants
Vice President-Band · Roger Alt,
Bernalillo
Vice President-Choir · Carolyn Trueba,
Los Lunas
Secretary/Treasurer- Rheda Smallridge,
Socorro

District Music Festivals

Honor Band and Choirs - December 1 &
2, 1989 (Los Lunas)

Solo and Ensemble/Vocal· February 17,
1990 (Bemalillo)
Solo and Ensemble/Instrumental ·
March 3, 1990 (Bernalillo)
Large Group Festival/Vocal and Instru
mental · April 19 & 20, 1990 (Grants)

BURY

Everyone looks good when you choose

The U niform Standard For America.

From the front line to the back row.
From the director to the administrators.
Everyone looks better when you choose the
stand-out appearance and stand-up quality
of Stanbury Uniforms for marching bands,
front lines, directors, drum maJors and
concert groups. Ask for the new 50 page
Stanbury Uniforms Design Portfolio.

1 -8��:�!n�;,!��6
P.O. Box 100, Brookfield,

.,.4

�

Missouri 64628
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District 7 - Albuquerque
John Sanks
District 7 has gone through many
changes this year. We lost some of our ele·
mentary music teachers and some of our
mid-school choral programs due to budget
cuts. Our mid-schools also went from a
seven-period day to a six-period day. The
high schools weren't hit too hard, for now,
but who knows what the future will hold.
The worst loss to District 7 was the retire·
ment of Mr. Jim Bonnell. Mr. Bonnell elect
ed to retire instead of taking a position out
of music. Mr. Bonnell was one of the biggest
supporters of the arts in our district He
always understood the problems of our
teachers and always tried to help us out
Many people looked to him for encourage·
ment and support He will be greatly
missed.
This past summer, I had the opportunity
to go to Europe with the Ambassadors of
Music for 19 days. This tour is great! I had
the chance to meet with students from
other cities and other programs. not to
mention that the students made many new
friends from around the state. We played
six concerts and toured six countries. All of
our tours were set up for us so that we could
capture as much of Europe in 19 days as
possible I would encourage all the music
teachers in New Mexico to look into this for
some of your students. The students had a
blast and so did l
Have a great year.
Events for District 7
Sept. 9 · State Fair Parade
Sept. 24 · Albuq. Youth Symphony
Concert
Oct. 7 · International Balloon Fiesta
Parade
Oct. 8 · Albuquerque Youth Orchestra
Concert
Oct 14 · NMSU Tournament of Bands
Oct 21 · Pageant of Bands
Oct. 2 1 · HS Choral Solo Festival
Nov. 4 · HS Orchestral Solo Festival
Nov. 4 · Zia Marching Festival
Nov. 7-8 · All-State Audition · Strings
Nov. 9-10 · All-State Audition - Vocal
Nov. 18 · Mid-School Band S&E Festival
Nov. 30 · All-State Auditions - Winds &
Percussion
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Nov. 30 · All-State Jazz Clinic · NMSU

Mar. 10 · Elementary String Festival

Dec. 17 · Albuquerque JR Symphony &
Orchestra Concerts

Mar. 10 · Guitar Festival

Jan 11-13 · NMMEA · All-State
Jan. 28 · Albuquerque Youth Orchestra
Concert
Feb. 3 · HS Orchestra Ensemble Festival

Mar. 17 • HS Band S&E Festival
Mar. 17 · HS Choral Ensemble Fest:ival
Mar. 17 · Mid-School S&E Festival
(Choral)

Feb. 3 · SW Honor Band NMSU

Mar. 25 · Albuq. Jr. Symphony& Orchesh
Concerts

Feb. 11 · Albuquerque Youth Symphony
Concert

Mar. 27-28 · Mid-School & HS Large
Group Orch. Festival

Feb. 23-24 · West Mesa (NAJE) Jazz
Festival

Mar. 29-30 · Mid-School & HS Large
Group Chorus Festival

Feb. 23-24 · HS Show Choir Festival

Apr. 3-4 · Mid-School & HS Large Grou
Band Festival

Mar. 3 · Mid-School Orchestra S&E
Festival

Apr. 6-7 • UNM Jazz Festival

Mar. 3 · Elementary Band Festival

Apr. 6·7 · NMSU Jazz Festival

Mar 3 · HS Choral Ensemble Festival

Apr. 29 · AYS, A YO, AJS, AJO Combine,
Concerts

Mar. 3 · Mid-School S&E Festival
(Choral)

May 2-5 · Mid-School Show Choir
Festival

� I

HOURS:
MOH-FRI
tOAM-& PM
SAT
10AM-5 PM

�m

CMIOflAIUA .,.
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BAND & ORCHESTRA INSTRUMENTS
NEW & USED
WE DO OUR OWN REPAIRS
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John Batcheller Award For Excellence in
Teaching Elementary School Music

Juanita Poff has been selected as the
89-90 recipient of the Dr. John Batchel·
Award for excellence in teaching ele
mtary school music. The endowment is
·ough the University of New Mexico
Jsic Department and administered by the
w Mexico Music Educators Associa·
n.
Juanita received her Bachelor of Arts
,m Bethany College located in Unds
rg, Kansas. Her experience includes
,ching music for two years in Kansas.
is
. fall she begins her twenty-second year
teaching music in Bloomfield. Juanita
Jght for four years at Rio Vista Elemen
y and has completed seventeen years at
Jomfield Central Elementary. Juanita
s participated in many Orff/Kodaly
>rkshop� and is a member of MENC Her

Juanita Poff
community activities include being a mem·
ber of the San Juan Symphony Choir,
working with a handbell choir and serving
as assistant pianist for church activities and
musicals. She is frequently asked to play for
weddings and funerals and is actively in
volved in PTA activities.
Juanita and her husband Oran have rais
ed three sons; Phil, of FL Worth and Stan
and Doug of Farmington.
Juanitasays"lt has always been an honor
working With students outside of school
hours. l a m honored to have students come
to see me for extra help in All· State prepar·
ation or musicals."
Congratulations to Juanita Poff for being
this year's recipient of the John Batchellor
Award for Excellence In Teaching Elemen·
tary School Music.

March 9 · 10, 1 990
Pan American Center
New Mexico State University
Sponsored by
Las Cruces High School Choirs
and Choral Parents Club

For Information Contact:
Diane Roberts
Three Crosses Show Choir Competion
PO Box 16284
Las Cruces, NM 88004
Phone 505-523-6235
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The New Mexico Music Educators Association
Music Educator of the Year
Dr. William Clark
Dr. William D. Clark has been selected as
the New Mexico Music Educators Assocla·
tion 1989-90 Music Educator of the
Year.
Dr. Clark received his Bachelor of Music
Education from Henderson State Univers
ity in 1958 and his Master of Music Educa
tion from the University of Arkansas in
1960. In 1972 he was awarded his Ph.D. in
Conducting and Administration from the
University of Southern Mississippi. From
1972-1 984, Bill was the Director of Bands
and Professor of Music at Delta State Uni·
versity. He also served as conductor and
music director of the Mississippi Symphony
Orchestra in Greensville from 1972-74. In
1985 he accepted the position of Director
of Bands at New Mexico State University, a
position he presently holds.
Under Dr. Clark's direction and teaching.
his bands have received frequent superior
ratings at Invitational and state-sponsored
events. Many of his high school students
were also selected to the Arkansas All-State
groups. His Arkadelphia Symphonic Band
was selected as the Arkansas Honor Band
In 1967 and in 1969 the group performed
for the national convention of the Ameri
can School Band Directors Association.
Wherever Dr. Clark has taught his pro
grams have increased in size.
During the past four years he has initlated
several programs in the NMSU lnstrumen·

perform at the national convention of 1
Association of Concert Bands this year
Salinas, CA He was named the Outstar
ing Young Educator in 1965 and the C
zen of the Year in Las Cruces in 1989.
Dr. Clark serves as a very frequent di
cian/adjudicator throughout the U.S. ea
year.
The NMMEA is proud to recognize I
William Clark as the 1989-90 Music Ee
cator of the Year.

Five New Members i
the Hall of Fame
ta! Music Department. Last year the Ameri
can Southwest Honor Band was formed.
Over400 students auditioned. He has de·
veloped a recruiting procedure designed to
contact almost 1600 prospective musicians
each year. The Tournament of Bands
Marching Festival is now shown over re·
gional television and his NMSU Symphonic
Winds were selected to perform at the
Western State Collegiate Wind Festival in
Fresno, CA this year.
Bill is the director of the Mesilla Valley
Community Band which was selected to

The 1989-90 nominees to the N,
Mexico Music Educators Association H
of Fame have been selected They are:
Dr. Duane Bowen - Portales
Dr. Kurt Frederick - Albuquerque
James Bonnell - Albuquerque
Win Christian - Santa Fe
Dr. Ray Tross (posthumously) Las Cruces

Congratulations to each of these mu:
teachers for their many contributions
music education in New Mexico

261 7 Rhode Island, N E
Albuquerque, N M 87 1 1 O
(505) 298-551 9
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University News

Jniversity of New Mexico,
)epartment of Music

This past summer was very eventful for
1e music faculty at UNM Some of the most
otable are:
Artemus Edwards. bassoonist, presented
clinic for the International Double Reed
ociety's Conference in Manchester, Eng
, nd. Edwards also prepared a video pre
mtation in English and German to dem
nstrate his research in making and
jjusting the plastic bassoon reed,
Keith Lemmons and Rita Angel per
>rmed the Prokofiev Clarinet Sonata at the
,temational Clarinet Festival at the Uni
mity of Minnesota. in July. Kim Cole, a
>phomore music major and student of
emmons, was one of 10 students selected
, perform in competition. Cole played the
[ozart Clarinet Concerto.
The New Mexico Brass quintet toured
aly and Germany in June. The climax of
1e tour included a performance at the 3rd
estiual lnteranziona/e Di Ottonl Italy. The
1embers of the quintet include Jeffrey
1per,
Karl
Hinterbichler,
Kristin
helander, Bill Smith, and Chris Moore.
The quintet also performed and served
; faculty for the Phillip Jones Chamber
rusic Festiual in Budapest, Hungary
ugust 9 - 20 Other groups performing at
1e festival Included The Canadian Brass,
he le Concert Arban (France), The Baltic
rass, The Gli ottoni di Verona (ltaly) and
he Annapolis Brass Quintet
Evelyne Brancart. Professor of Piano,
,ent her summer performing and teaching
; a visiting faculty member with the Aspen
lusic School and Festival.
Kristine Thelander was featured as a
>loist on the natural horn at the lntema
onal Hom Society Conference in
lunich.
The UNM Music Department would like
, introduce the following new faculty
1embers to It's staff:
Dr. Marilyn Seelman, i s the newly ap
ointed UNM Director of Orchestra. She
ill also teach Applied Viola and serve as a
!ison with the string teachers in the public
:hools. The Symphony has a busy sched
le with concerts scheduled in October,
iecember, and May, plus the premier of a
ew opera, " A Skin Drum." at the National
�era Association Conference that will be
eld on the UNM campus, November 127, and the operetta "Die Fledermaus,"
larch 2, 3, and 4th.

Dr Marilyn See/man

Dr. Seelman received a B. A degree from
Humboldt State University, the M M from
Boston University and the Doctorate of
Musical Arts from the University of Miami Coral Gables. Her major teachers in con
ducting were David Gray, Tonu Kalam, and
David Becker. She has studied viola with
Heidi Castleman, David Becker, Walter
Tampler, Bernard Kadinoff, and Rolf
Persinger.
Pnor to coming to UNM, Dr Seelman
was the Director of Orchestras at Trinity
University In San Antonio. Texas. She has
extensive expenence with youth orchestras
In Texas, Vermont. Massachusetts. Wiscon
sin, and Alaska. and has taught in the public
schools of Anchorage. Alaska, the Walnut
Hill School for the Performing Arts, and the
All·Newton Music School. She has also
taught at the University of Alaska, and the
University of Miami
Dr. Steven Block has been appointed to
the faculty of The University of New
Mexico, Department of Music. He is a music

theorist and composer and will teach
courses in Music Theory, Orchestration,
Form and Analysis, and Electronic Music.
Block earned the B.A degree at Antioch
University, an MA in composition at the
University of Iowa. and the Ph. D . in compo
sition and theory from the University of
Pittsburgh. He has also completed all
course work for an additional Ph.D. in
Music Theory from the Eastman School of
Music.
Dr. Block comes to UNM from North
eastern D1ino1s University where he was an
Assistant Professor of Theory and Compo
sition. He has also taught at the University
of Pittsburgh, Queens College, Stanford
University, and the University of Iowa.
Dr. Block is an accomplished composer.
His works include an opera "The Tumbler
of God," two pieces for chamber orchestra,
some fourteen works for chamber ensem
ble, and several compositions for voice,
electronic instruments and various other
instrumental combinations. He has receiv·
ed commissions from the Pittsburgh New
Music Ensemble, Barry Hannigan {piano
soloist). Carnegie Symphony. and the
Pittsburgh Dance Alloy

Dan Meier

Dan Meier, newly appointed as Horn
Professor of the University of New Mexico,
is a graduate of the Juilliard School in New
York City, where he received his Bachelor
and Master of Music degrees in 1982.
There, he was a scholarship student of
James Chambers, long time Principal Horn
of the New York Philharmonic During his
college years he performed with the Na
tional Orchestra of New York, and attended
Dr. Steven Block

continued on page 26
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UNM continued
the Aspen Music Festival and the prestigi·
ous Tanglewood Festival summer home of
the Boston Symphony. Upon graduating
from Juilliard, Mr. Meier won the Principal
Hom position with the Oklahoma Symph·
ony Orchestra, a post he held for six years.
In 1988, Mr. Meier was appointed to the
faculty of the University of Missouri/
Columbia, during which time he twice per
formed with the New York Woodwind
Quintet, including a concert in Carnegie
Recital Hall in New York City. In addition to
the University of Missouri, Mr. Meier has
also been a faculty member of Oklahoma
State University. Mr. Meier makes his home
in Albuquerque with his wife and two-year·
old daughter.
We would like to welcome Bruce Dalby
back to New Mexico as a member of the
Music Education faculty at UNM Bruce will
teach courses in secondary music educa·
tion on the undergraduate and graduate
level, supervise the student teachers, and
direct the Jazz Band l
Dalby earned his B.ME. at Utah State
University. He then taught five years in the
public schools of Caldwell, Idaho before
returning to school to earn the Master of
Science degree in music education at the
University of lllinois-Urgana-Champalgn
In 1982 he began a four year tenure at
Manzano High School in Albuquerque,
where he developed an outstanding band
program.
In 1987 Bruce returned to The Univers·
ity of Illinois to begin his doctoral studies. As
a teaching assistant he taught courses in
beginning and intermediate instrumental
conducting, served as a student teacher
supervisor, and was an associate editor for
the Bulletin of the Councilfor Research in
Music Education. He was also a conducting
fellow with the University of lllinois bands.
In May of 1989 he was awarded the Doctor
of Education in Music Education degree.
The University of New Mexico College of
Fine Arts and Department of Music has
recently formed a college Chapter of the
UNM Alumni Association. The goal is to
communicate better with alums across the
country. We need your input and your sup
port to make this work and therefore we are
inviting you to join by writing to Harold Van
Winkle, Chairman, Dept of Music, UNM.
87131. A regular membership is $5.00 per
year. (As a regular member you will receive
the newsletter and be eligible to attend and
vote at the annual meeting.) An associate
membership is $10.00. (this is for our
friends and supporters, and UNM Fine Arts
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graduates who do not wish to be actively
involved but choose to contribute their sup
port monetarily.)
If you come to Albuquerque be sure to
come by and visit with us in the Department
of Music We would love to see you and
bring you up-to-date concerning the hap
penings at UNM and in our department
You will be proud of your alma mater.

ACDA Choir Camp Held in
Portales
Students from across New Mexico at·
tended the ACDA Choir Camp held July
19-22 at the ENMU Campus in Portales.
The event is sponsored by the New Mexico
chapter of the American Choral Directors
Association. Its purpose is to provide an
opportunity for high school students to par·
ticipate in a large group choral experience
and study some of the music to be perform·
ed by the 1990 New Mexico All· State
Choir.
Under the direction of Dr. David Gerig,
Director of ENMU Choral Activities and
choral clinician, the camp completed its
fifth year. According to Dr. Gerig, "This was
our most successful camp in the five years
we·ve held it. We had good representation
from a wide geographical area" Students
from Deming, Hobbs, Raton, Fruitland,
Albuqerque. Logan, Las Vegas. Roswell,
Hagerman and Clovis participated in the
event
Highlights of the camp included private
voice lessons with the ENMU School of
Music vocal faculty consisting of Dr. Donald
Paschke. Dr. Jean Wozencraft, and Marsha
Brandon.
Full-time staff for the event were Gerig,
and choir directors Wayne Anderson from
Oovis High SchooL Harry Carson from
Deming High School Greg Tyrone from
Robertson High School in Las Vegas, Alan
Dropps from Marshall Jr. High in Clovis,
and Chuck Tipton from Yucca Jr. High
School in Clovis.
Gerig explains that this is the first year
that the camp featured student conductors,
which went very well. The four-day experi·
ence wasn't all work and no fun, however.
Participants had the opportunity to swim,
attend Little Shop of Horrors in rehearsal.
and watch movies and eat popcorn.
The camp culminated with a choral con
cert on Saturday, July 22 in Buchanan Hall.
Well over 100 people attended.
Gerig adds that "We had very positive
feedback from students who attended.
We're already looking foiward to next
year."

ENMU School of Music
Announces Season

Eastern New Mexico University, Portal,
·•The Eastern New Mexico lJniversi
School of Music will present eleven maj ,
concerts, and host the Choral All-State ar
Flute Festivals this fall.
The Choral All· State and Flute Festiv.:
are scheduled simultaneously on Saturda
September 16 on campus. Most activiti,
will take place in the Music Building.
The University Symphony League w
host the 1989 POPS Dinner Concert whic
features the University Symphony Orche
tra. directed by Rob Radmer, a School ,
Music resource faculty member. TJ
"social event of the year," according 1
many local arts supporters.. will take plac
on Saturday, September 30 in the Campl
Union Ballroom at7:30 p.m. Tickets willi;
on sale to the general public on Septemb,
20.
On Monday, October 9, the Sono1
Chamber Ensemble will perform beginnir
at 8 p. m. in Buchanan Hall. Jane Losche
flute instructor, will perform in a Facul
Recital Series concert on Monday. Octob,
16. 8 p.m. in Buchanan Hall.

continued on page;:

SY:VlPHOXIC
BAXD TECHXIQrE
At last, a COMPLETE warm-up and
technical study method for the sym
phonic band by Tom C. Rhodes
and Donald Bierschenk. Symphonic
Band Technique will assist in deve
loping all aspects of musicianship.
Each of the 167 exercises was writ
ten to achieve a specific musical
goal. Exercises include warm-up
chords. chorales. ear-training. flexi
bility, slurring, ma1or and minor
scales, scale studies, chromatic
scales. tonguing, rhythmic and
reading etudes, articulation, synco
pation, triplets, odd meters, dotted
note studies. and unique exercises
called "Balance Builders··.
Parts: $4.50
Conductor: $14.95
Write today for a Free review copy.

�....

SouTHERN Muste Co.
TELEPHONE - 512-226'8167
MUSIC ORDERS ONLY - 1-800•284-5443
NATIONWIDE (Including Texas)

P.O. BOX 329 • SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 18292

I\IMU continued

he EN MU Chamber Chorale and Uni·
;ity Singers will perform in a Choral
1cert on Monday, October 23. Maxine
ney, clarinet instructor, will perform in a
ulty Recital Series concert on Monday
ober30. Both performances begin at8
. in Buchanan Hall
,Sunday afternoon performance by the
versity Symphony Orchestra, directed
Rob Radmer, will begin at 3 p.m. in
hanan Hall The Jazz Ensemble, direct
by Mark Hornbacher, will perform the
)wing evening, on Monday. November
· 8 p.m. in Buchanan Hall.
>n Sunday, December 3, Dr David
ig. Assistant Professor of music, will
d the Community Messiah Sing at a
� and location to be announced The
)wing Thursday. Gerig will direct the
istmas Choral Concert which begins at
m. in Buchanan Hall
,II performances, with the exception of
POPS Dinner Concert, are free of
rge, and open to the general public.

MU School of Music names Piano
tructor

)r. John F Olsen has been named Asso
:e Professor of Music at Eastern New
xico University, Portales Dr. Olsen re1ed his Bachelor of Music in Piano Per
Tiance from Hartt College of Music.
iversity of Hartford He attained a
ster of Music from The Manhattan
1001 of Music in June, 1973, and his
ctor of Musical Arts from the University
,outhern California in October 1982.
)r Olsen has served as assistant profes
of piano at the University of Montana,
l instructor in piano at the Brooklyn
nservatory of Music. He has performed
numerous solo recitals and chamber
sic concerts throughout the East and
st coasts.
ie is the recipient of the Rosina
�vinne Scholarship. Los Angeles Master
1 ss, and the Tushinsky Award, from the
ung Musicians· Foundation in Los
geles.

Dr. Olsen will teach private piano lessons
and piano pedagogy.

News From Western New
Mexico University
We are excited here at the Western New
Mexico University Music Division about the
steady growth we are experiencing. Our
freshman class of music majors is not only
greatly larger, but also more diverse than
last year's. Students are coming in from a
wider cross section of the state and Eastern
Arizona including Grants, Albuquerque,
Santa Fe, Las Cruces, Anthony, Deming,
and Silver City as well as Duncan and
Tucson.
We also have a new faculty member com
ing from the Clairmont Graduate School in
Clairmont, California. His name is Dr.
Daniel Comstock. and he will be teaching
chorus, private voice, fhst-year harmony,
and music historv. He is experienced in
both the public schools and university.
We are also excited about our "new"
revised curriculum which increases stan·
dards in several crucial areas··ear training,
private performance. and keyboard.
We are looking forward to a fruitful year.
Listed below is the tentative schedule for
some of the events of interest to music edu
cators.
September 23. 1989· WNMU Home·
coming, featuring a parade and massed
band half-time.
February 2, 1990: Honor band reading
clinic (emphasizing sight-reading)
March 10, 1990. WNMU Jazz Festival
June 1 7·23, 1990: Gila summer band
camp
Dr. James Helder, Director
WNMU Music Division

NMSU News
The following musical events have been
scheduled:
FALL SCHEDULE
WINDS AND PERCUSSION
Home Game
Sept 16
Oct. 1 4
N.MT.O.B.
Home Game
Oct. 21
Oct 26
Symphonic Winds Concert
Oct. 29
Contemporary Players
Brass Ensembles
Nov. 6
Nov. 11
Home Game
Nov. 16
Jazz Bands
Home Game
Nov. 18
Nov. 19
Banquet/Halftime Highlights/
Jazz Clinic
Percussion Ensemble
Dec. 4
Dec. 6&7 Juries
Symphonic Winds/Concert
Dec. 10
Band
Dec. 1 1-15 ASWHB Auditions
Dec. 1 9
Graduation-Symphonic
Winds
SPRING SCHEDULE
Jan. 10-12 All-State Convention
ASWHB Clinics & Concerts
Feb. 2-4
Mar 1
Brass & Percussion
Ensembles
Concert Band
Mar. 5
Mar 6
Symphonic Winds
Jazz Bands
Mar 8
Mar.22&23Symphonic Winds Tour
Apr 6&7 Jazz Festival
Woodwind Ensemble
Apr 1 0
Apr. 19
Contemporary Players
Apr. 18-21 SW District NMMEA Large
Group Festival
Apr.20&21 Two States of Jazz
Apr 26
Symphonic Winds
May 2&3 Juries
Graduation · Symphonic
May 1 2
Winds

Music Instrument Repair
( 505) 888-4341
Karl T. Humble
4008 Lafayette Or., N . E .
Albuq uerque, N M 87107

Dr. John

F

Olsen
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WHEN???
FALL
WINTER
SPRING
SUMMER

Band, Orchestra, Choir and Guitar
Camps
Christmas Concert Preparation
Festival and Concert Preparation
Ten Weeks Music Camp
Students Age 8 through 14

WHY???
Our clinicians and instrumental specialists teach sec
tionals to prepare for your concert or festival. We
accomplish in depth teaching in a woodland setting
that combines music & outdoor recreation which in
spires espri t -de-corps.

WHO???

HUMMINGBIRD
SUMMER MUSIC
and RECREATION CAMP

Arrangements made for: Special Clinicians,
Hummingbird Staff instrumental specialist,
and recreation programs. Generally a 3-day
camp suffices for most objectives (Friday
through Sunday or during the week). For
additional information:
K.L. Higgins 1-505-829-3060
Hummingbird Box 6
Jemez Springs, New Mexico 87025
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Cleveland Mid-School
Jal High School
Las Vegas Mid-School
Taos High School
Grants NM Mid-School
Los Alamos Mid-School
Espanola High School
Espanola Mid-School
Manzano High School
Lincoln Mid-School
Las Cruces Mid-Schools
Truman Mid-School
Ruidoso Mid-School
Mora High School
Hayes Mid-School
St. Paul High School
Clayton Schools
Los Lunas Mid-School
Jt:mez High Schoo!
Highland High School
Socorro Mid-School
Jemez High School
Albq. Boys Choir
Albq. Youth Symphony
AJbq. Youth Orchestra
Jefferson Mid-School
John Adams Mid-School
AJbq. Suzuki School
Farmington Mid-School
Hoover Mid-School
Taft Mid-School
Roosevelt Mid-School
McKinley Mid-School

Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Band
Choir
Choir
Choir
Choir
Orch
Orch
Orch
Orch
Orch
Orch
Orch
Orch
Orch
Orch

From the State Department of Education
Sally Rynott, Music Education Consultant

reachers could gain 10% more time per
I by more quickly and efficiently accom1hing noninstructional activities that are
1e inefficiently. This claim was made by
m Goodlad in A PL.ACE CALLED
HOOL after visiting over one thousand
ssrooms. Although we all realize that
ny music educators are some of the best
e management personnel in our
1 ools. we all can continue to improve
,n our efficiency in not only noninstruc1al but also our instructional tasks. As we
1in a new year, this might be a good
ching competency on which to concen-

n addition to our state song, 0 FAIR
W MEX.\CO, we have a state ballad. As a
ult of House Bill -11887, our official state
lad is LAND OF ENCHANTMENT writ1 by Michael Martin Murphy of Taos,
ick Raines and Don Cook A printed
,y wiU be mailed to each school district
·ly this fall.
:\ New Mexico State Department of Edu
ion publication entitled "A Manual for
w Music Teachers in New Mexico
hools" is available from me upon request
all new music educators and music edu
ors new to New Mexico. It includes infor1tion on getting organized, curriculum
i nning, the state textbook and materials
options, the New Mexico Music Educa
s Association, group performance op
rtunities in New Mexico, and a listing of
r six essential teaching competencies
iich are an important part of your local
1001 district's criteria for teacher evalua
n.
If you have not had the opportunity to
� the report on arts education, TOWARD
VILIZATION, published In 1988 by the
1tional Endowment for the Arts, please
,e time to read it. It contains much infor1tion of which we need to be cognizant.

Questions concerning the publication
should be addressed to the National En
dowment for the Arts, Arts in Education
Program, 1 1 00 Pennsylvania Avenue,
N. W., Washington, D.C 20506.
If you need assistance in planning music
curriculum which really needs to include
the student competencies, a means of pro
gram and student assessment, and the
generic competencies (listed on page A-14
in the 1988 Educational Standards for New
Mexico Schools), please telephone me for

assistance. I am also available to do tech
nical assistance, clinician work adjudica
tion and program evaluations. Whatever
your needs, please feel free to ask me to
visit you at your school and assist where
needed
Have a rewarding year
Sally Rynott
Music Education Consultant
State Department of Education
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501
827-6561

You get what you want and
need in a Sol Frank-made
uniform - looks that say
your band is a leader,
quality that assures your
uniforms will look crisp
through cleanings and
alterations, and stay good
looking through the years.
When a new or fill-in
uniform program is
indicated, contact the
professionals at Sol Frank
- for advice, for samples,
for a quote, for help in
making a presentation to
your sources of funds.
Sol Frank Uniforms, a
whole lot better.

SOL
FRANK

UNIFORMS, INC.

702 S. Santa Rosa
San Antonio, TX 78204
{512} 227-5243 1-800-752-8885
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1989 All-State Jazz
Audition Material
L Saxophone, trumpet, and trombone
must demonstrate the chromatic scale for
his or her complete range.
ll The following excerpts are from Rose
wood by Woody Shaw, published by C L
Barnhouse Company, Music Publishers,
Oskaloosa, Iowa 52577. The excerpts
should be recorded at quarter note equal
160-176.
ALTO SAX · 1st Part · Measures 1
through 54.
TENOR SAX · 1st Part · Measures 1
through 54.
BARITONE SAX · Measures 1 through
54.
TRUMPET · Measures 17 through 78.
Measures of rest may be omitted.
TROMBONE · Measures 9 through 78.

IV. AUDITION PROCEDURES
A Each audition must be recorded o
separate cassette tape. A high quality tc
is recommended.
B. All tapes must be marked with �
dent's name, schoo� instrument, mail
address and phone number.
C. There will be an $8.00 entry fee t
must be included with each audition ta
Audition tapes will not be returned.
D . Tapes must be received by the di
chairman by October 14, 1989. Tai
should be mailed (or hand carried) to:
Danny Garcia
Music Department
New Mexico State University
Box 30001
Las Cruces, NM 88003-0001 Entr
received a�er this date will be returned
sender.

PIANO · Measures 1 through 78.
GUlTAR · Measures 1 through 78.
BASS · Measures 1 through 78.
DRUMS • Measures 1 through 78. The
student must also demonstrate the ability to
play these styles: Latin, Jazz Waltz, Rock.
Medium Swing, (quarter note equals 120·
132), and Fast Swing (quarter note equals
200). The student should play at least 32
bars of each style. paying strict attention to
time.
IIJ. JAZZ CHAIR AUDITIONS · In addition
to the prepared material all candidates for
jazz chairs must improvise with the Jamey
Aebersold album "Nothin but Blues." The
student must play at least two choruses of
any two selections on the Album Strong
Jazz players should be encouraged to in·
elude this audition.

V. Results will be mailed to each particip
ingschoolon October 21, 1989. The 19
All-State Jazz Clinic will be held at N
Mexico State University in Las Cruces
November 17 and 18, 1989.

Paul Retrum's

�w1s, 1t\K �

SANO SPECIALTIES
\ P.O. Box 2337, Carefree, Arizona 853n

KEEP US CLOSE TO YOUR PHONE !!!
TOLL FREE
1-800-528-5372
National:
1-800-331-7740
Arizona:
CALL US CONCERNING YOUR NEEDS FOR:

•
•
•
•

Band Uniforms
Color Guard Uniforms
Flags
Flag Poles

• Plumes
• Hats
• Shoes
• Gloves

•
•
•
•

Boots
Rainwear
Tuxedos
Blazers

NO ONE OFFERS MORE PRODUCT KNOWLEDGE THAN THE PEOPLE AT WESTERN BAND
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NEW MEXICO MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION
ALL·STATE CHORAL & INSTRUMENTAL AUDITION REGISTRATION FORM

ase duplicate this page andsend names and fees tothe Audition Center Chairperson nearestyourschool Type orprint duplicate copies ofthe names ofall
dents who plan to audition. Please use separate forms for band, chorus, and/or orchestra. Send original copy to the Audition Center by the date listed
ow. Be sure the registration is signed by the principal. Retain a second copy foryour records. An audition fee of $4.00 per audition shall be remitted with
:h registration. Students auditioning on two Instruments will payfor each audition scheduled. Students shall not be scheduled to audition unless registered
h fees paid or school purchase order attached. U the school ls more than 150 miles, one way from the nearest Audition Center, the school may choose to
1d a taped audition. Follow tape audition procedures found in the official Handbook. Tapes should be sentto Jeffery Piper, Music Department. University of
,f, Albuqueruqe. NM 87131 one week prior to auditions.

!HOOL:

RECTOR'S NAME:

ADDRESS: ----------- PHONE: ----ZIP: ____
----------- CITY:

JDITION CENTER: ------------------------------
>TAL NUMBER OF STUDENTS AUDITIONING:
FEES REMITJ'ED: ----

a st11dent's name is submitted, a registration fee mast be paid.
�ase list all vocaJ students by voice: 1st / 2nd Soprano
lat / 2nd Alto
1st / 2nd Tenor
1t accompanist for eacb:
1st / 2nd Bass

,EASE PREPARE SEPARATE REGISTRATION SHEETS FOR BAND, CHORUS & ORCHESTRA.
;t Instrumental students in score order.

·uoENT'S NAME

Voice or Instrument

STUDENT'S NAME/
CHORUS ACCOMPANIST

Instrument

iereby certify tbe above students to be eligible to participate in tbe New Mexico Music Educaton All-State Festival in accordance
ith the New Mexico Activities Association.
:GNED:

PRINCIPAL

HIGH SCHOOL

DATE

IIS REGISTRATION MUSTBE IN THE HANDS OFTHE AUDITION CENTER CHAIRPERSON NO LATER THAN OCTOBER 23, 1989 FOR STRINGS
t voe� NO LATER THAN NOVEMBER 13. 1989 FOR WIND& PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTS.
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-MENC 1 990 National Conference Set for Nation's Capital
A military gala concert, performances by
outstanding student groups, a special con·
cert at the Washington Cathedral and a
grand finale at the Kennedy Center will
highlight MENCs National Biennial In·
Service Conference March 28-April 1 next
year.
More than 125 conference sessions will
address all aspects of music education, and
representatives from more than 175 music
industry suppliers will be on hand to exhibit
their products and services
MENC President Charles Hoffer said
"We look forward to holding our 1990 con
ference in Washington, especially in light of
the national and international community it
symbolizes. We feel this is particularly ap
propriate to music education "
Reflecting the unifying influence of
music internationally, Hoffer has chosen
"United By Music" as the 1990 conference
theme. All MENC activities planned for the
1989-90 school year·· including the con·

ference, Music in Our Schools Month, and
the World's Largest Concert •• will reflect
this theme. The conference will conclude
with a performance by the MENC lnterna·
tional Honors Chorus. which will include
students from the United States, overseas.
and Washington international community.
Several groups from foreign countries will
also perfonn. including the Youth Chinese
Orchestra from the National Taiwan
Academy of the Arts.
The opening session on Wednesday
afternoon. March 28. will focus on music In
Washington. with groups from several area
schools performing. A spectacular concert
that evening will feature ensembles from
each of the major service branches The
military bands will continue to give perfor·
mances throughout the five-day event
At a special concert on March 29, the
Choir of Men and Boys of the Washington
Cathedral will sing. along with the US. Air

CHORAL &
ORCHESTRAL
UNIFORMS
• Blazers and Pleated Trousers
• Tux Shirts
• Bow Ties and Cummerbunds
• Sequin Accessories
• Tux Coat and Pants
• Dresses and Gowns
• Suspenders, etc.
To receive your Free
Catalog, call toll-free
1-800-528-7909 or
FAX it! 1-602-491-2228
1500 West Drake
Tempe, Arizona 85283
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Force Brass Ensemble and an outstz
collegiate choir.
Performances by outstanding grou
continue on March 31, when the
Maryland All-State groups. the All-V·
band and orchestra, and the Am
String Teachers Association comp,
winners will all perform.
The conference will culminate at a
finale at the John F Kennedy Center t
Performing Arts. In underscoring the I
"United By Music," the National
School Honors Orchestra and the �
International
Honors
Chorus
perform
Throughout the conference. met
will be able to participate in sessions d
with a wide variety of teaching idea
min1strative and supervisory techn
research, music teacher education
other areas. And there will be no she
of music •· more than thirty school g
are already scheduled to perform.

Come meet with your
colleagues and be

United By Music
�

at the

�NC 52nd National ln,Service Conference
March 28,April 1, 1990
Washington, OC

T

he MENC biennial national conference is the pre,
miere in,service opportunity for music teachers,
administrarors and others concerned with music
education in our nation's schools.

-JOIN US FOR -SESSIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . more chan 100 sessions will deal with every
aspecc of music education.

PERFORMANCES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . over 30 of the nations finest schoo l per

forming groups will be performing through
out the conference.

MUSIC INDUSTRY EXPOSITION . . . . . representatives of more than 175 music
industry suppliers will be present to show
you the latest in products and services
available to the music educator today.

Pre..Conference Symposium
A symposium on "Multicultural Approaches to Music Education" will be held from
Monday, March 26 through Wednesday March 28, before che conference.

!Ml�OO©!:

CJ

z
W

m

z
C')

For More Information and to Register

Mark your calendar now and warch Soundposl and Mu.sic Educators Journal for
information and registration materials.
more
::l::>N3W
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MENC Sets Stage for Future Directions

�ulticultural Symposium
:o Precede Con/erenee

A symposium on Multicultural Ap
,roaches to Teaching Music will precede
,e MENC National Biennial In-Service
:Onference on March 26-28, 1990, in
Vashington, D.C
The program will feature hands-on e x ·
ieriences with the music of the cultures
nost frequently represented in urban and
ural schools in the United States: African·
�merican. Hispanic-American, Asian·
�erican. and Native American.
The symposium is presented by MENC in
ooperation with the Society for Ethno·
nuslcology. the Smithsonian Institution's
)ffice o f Folklife Programs, and MENCs
,ociety for General Music. Participation is
imited, so early registration is recom·
nended.
According to symposium organizer
William M Anderson, director of the Center
or the Study of World Musics, Kent State
Jniversity, participants will get a unique
,lend of information and teaching strate·
pes for integrating multicultural musical
?xperiences in the classroom The culture
md the music o f each ethnic group will be
�resented by an ethnomusicolog1st.. perfor·
mers, and a music educator well versed in
that musical tradition.
In their new MENC book Multicultural
Perspectives In Music Education, William
Anderson and Patricia Shehan Campbell,
University of Washington, Seattle, note that
music can help students understand and
respect a variety of opinions and approach·
es, an important contribution in view of the
racial difficulties often created by the multi·
cultural diversity in U.S. schools today.
Smithsonian curators will give presenta·
tions and guide participants through relat·
ed exhibits in the Smithsonian museums on
Monday morning prior to the official open·
ing of the symposium. That evening the
office of Folklife Programs will present a
concert of ethnic music. On Tuesday even·
ing attendees will have the opportunity to
learn dances of African-American and
Hispanic-American cultures.
Pre-registration is required. Registration
and housing information is included as part
of the MENC National Conference forms
that will appear in the Fall issue of Sound·
post.

and chairman of the Course of Study T.
Force, explained the progress of the COL
es of Study for band, orchestra, chc
groups, and general music.
Hoffer presented his concerns about
large amount of funding of school mL
programs and activities from outside sch
budgets. Under his direction, assembly i::
ticipants discussed related problems st
as booster groups, trips, fund-raising, c:
state/local school funding.
The need to reach out to important c•
stituents such as school board memb1
administrators, and parents was addresi
by Robert Surplus and James Dooley, i::
presidents of the Southern Division, as H
described the Strategic Initiative worksr
to be held during the Washington conl
ence.
In his opening speech, Dr. Goldb
spoke of major developments and trend
education, including the challenge of c
tural diversity in U.S. schools. He also
scribed other concerns relating to refo·
the restructuring movement choice,
need for better assessment tools, the
pact of technology.
and sociE
pressures.
At the Sunday night banquet, CongrE
man Williams said. "Music and other c
are essential in the education of all •
children. Too many students leaJe sch
unprepared, lacking in self-worth and v;
no identification with America's cultu1
Noting that the arts are cut from sch
budgets too often, he stated, "Tre arts
powerful tools to teach creative thinki
flexibility. and problem-solving s.<ills."

MENC initiated a planning process for
the next decade as more than two hundred
leaders representing every state gathered
in Washington, D.C, for the National As·
sembly, held from July 15 toJuly l 7. Under
the title of" Future Directions," the assemb·
ly participants were urged by President
Charles Hoffer to develop the professional
agenda for the future.
Along with Hoffer, two national leaders
set the scene by analyzing and assessing
current problems and needs in education:
Milton Goldberg, director of the Office of
Research. U.S. Department of Education,
and Congressman Pat Williams (D- M1),
chairman of the House Subcommittee for
Post-Secondary Education.
MENC state leaders met in groups to be·
gin the process of identifying priorities.
During the coming months. state presidents
will encourage member participation at
board meetings and state conferences, ses·
sions at which all members will be given the
opportunity to participate in the planning
process. The Long Range Strategic Plann·
ing Task Force will then meet early in 1990
to review recommendations and formulate
plans for action by the National Executive
Board.
Assembly participants also heard about
new MENC endeavors that reach into the
future. Michael Jothen, chairman of the
Task Force on Professional Certification,
presented the Professional Certification
program, Larry Mabbitt, vice president of
the Western Division, and Leon Burton,
past president of the Western Division, dis·
cussed the status of Program Evaluation;
and Donald Corbett, MENC vice president

r-------------- --------------- --------------- --------------1
I
I
I
I
I
I

Please Print
ajor lnstrument(s) -----

Address

-

-

-

Phone (work) --Title/Positio,.__

_

-----

-

- ---

- ---

_
_ ___

_

_

�-

-

-

---

Home ____

_
_ ___

_

_

- ---

-

---

__

_
_ __

_

_

--:

_::
_

____:.

School
Would you be interested in judging at festiuals?
Large Group yes no
Solo/Ensemble
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no
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Jim Henson's Ghost of Faffner Hall

New 1 3-Part Weekly Family Series Exploring the World of Music.,
Debuts September 1 1 on HBO

: ugh etta Faifner is a ghost who lives for
sic. At Faffner Hal the Gothic-style
nslon she built as a monument to sound,
sha:res her passion with the Wild lmpre
o, Riff, Mimi and the other residents. In
ry room, closet, nook and cranny of the
nsion someone is playing an instrument
:omposing a song. But Fughetta's des·
dant Farkas Faffner, who inherited
fner Hall, has other ideas: He is deter·
1ed to oust the music lovers, auction off
ir instruments and pocket the profits.
ltroducing an all-new cast of Muppet
racters, JIM HENSON'S GHOST OF
=FNER HALL follows the adventures of
1hetta. Farkas and the others in a new
part weekly series exploring the world
nusic. Debuting a new show every Mon·
'night, starting Monday. Sept 11 (8:30·
0 p.m . El). the exclusive HBO presenta·
, features such musical guests as Ry
,der, Thomas Dolby, the Gil Evans
hestra, Dizzy Gillespie. Mark Knopfler,
lysmith Black Mombazo, Paddy Malo
, (the Chieftains), Bobby McFerrin, Joni
:heil. James Taylor and Steve Turre.
he guest mus1c1ans illustrate a variety of
ic musical concepts with their perfor·
nces. For example. Bobbv McFerrin
nonstrates "your body is an instrument"

entirely abstract and intangible medium...
we are entirely free to make music what we
want It to be. This series emphasizes inno
vation, discovering new possibilities for
music and our own musical potential."
JIM HENSON'S GHOST OF FAFFNER
HALL continues the long creative partner·
ship between Jim Henson Productions and
HBO. Previous Henson productions that
debuted exclusively on the service include
such specials as 'The Tale of the Bunny
'"
Picnic " Uke many of Jim Henson's pro
ductions. THE GHOST OF FAFFNER
HAll. encourages children of all ages to
explore and experiment in the world
around them. The series will help demystify
the world of music and inspire viewers to
make their own sounds.
JIM HENSON'S GHOST OF FAFFNER
HAll. was taped in England in Newcastle·
upon Tyne and London, with additional
taping in Los Angeles and New York. The
series was produced by Jim Henson Pro
ductions in association with Tyne-Tees
Television. Executive producer, Jim Hen·
�on; creator/producer. Jocelyn Stevenson.
directors, Peter Harris and Tony Kysh;
musical director. Ed Welch: creative con·
sultants, John Paynter and R Murray
Schafer.

1 990 World's Largest Concert Set for March 8

'he 1990 McDonald's" world's Largest
ncert, produced by the Music Educators
:ional Conference, will air on Pubhc
1adcasting Service (PBS) stations Thurs
,, March 8, from 1:00 to 1:30 p.m.

r

as he "plays" his own body, trombonist
Steve Turre elicits melodious sounds from
conch shells, showing" if you can play it, it's
an instrument," and techno-keyboardist
Thomas Dolby explains how a synthesizer
works, using a fly in a matchbox.
All of the music in JIM HENSONS
GHOST OF FAFFNER HAU. has been
specially commissioned. Even the shortest
selections are complete, whole pieces of
music.
Based on a comprehensive music curri·
culum developed by Professor John Payn
ter, head of the Department of Music at the
University of York. and his colleague, pro
fessor and composer R Murray Schafer,
each of the 13 episodes spotlights a differ
ent theme. According to Paynter and
Schafer, creative consultants for the series,
"Everyone is musical by virtue of being
human and everyone can develop his or
her own creativity." In developing a curricu·
lum for the series they looked to make
several points, among them: all sounds are
potentially musical sounds: music Is a re·
sponse to emotion: the voice is the first and
m many ways the most expressive. musical
lnstrumenl
Paynter and Schafer note, "Anyone can
make music. Because musical sound is an

'he program will reflect MENCs 1989·
theme. "United by Music," which was
,sen to highlight the global impact of
sic and its universality to the human ex
ience. it will consist of folk songs from
basal series of Holt, Rinehart and
1ston, Macmillan. and Silver Burdett &
m

Emanating this year from DAR Constitu
tion Hall, the concert will again feature the
McDonald's All-American High School
Band® . They will be joined by a Washing·
ton-area school chorus.
McDonald's sponsorship of the concert
reflects its long standing commitment to
school music, starting with the establish
ment of the Mcdonald's All-American High
School Band in 1967 to provide outstand·
ing young musicians with the same oppor
tunities for national recognition bestowed
upon high school athletes.

Last year, in large part due to McDonald's
public relations efforts with local PBS affili·
ates, program coverage was expanded so
that 93 percent of PBS stations carried the
program. This increased coverage. com·
bined with numerous local special events
for school children resulted in more than
seven million students participating in the
1989 program, an increase of 68 percent
over 1988.
In 1990 McDonald's and MENC look
forward to a goal of 8.5 million students'
participation.
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MUSIC

Music Educators National Comferer
1902 Association Drive
Aeston, Virginia 22091

EDUCATORS
NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Application for Membership in Music Educators National Conference and State Music Educators Association

TYPE OR PAINT COMPLETE NAME ANO ADDRESS BELOW:

1 989-'90

PLEASE COMPLETE PROFESSIONAL
AREAS INFORMATION BE LOW

Name

State Association You Wish to be Affiliated With:
Address
State

CltV

If You Have Been a Member of MENC in the Past Two

Zip

MEMBERSHIP CATEGORIES (please check one):

10

D Active• (see reverse side for total dues by state)
D Retired* (see reverse side for total dues by state)

* -

------ Expiration Date. __

_
$ ____ _ _
$ ______ _

ACTIVE OR RETIRED MEMBERSHIP IS PREREQUISITE FOR ALL OPTIONS BELOW
OPTIONS:

D

D

D

Society for Research In Music Education Add $20.00

$_

For JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN MUSIC EDUCATION
Society for General Music Add $10.00
For GENERAL MUSIC TODAY
Update Add $10.00
THE APPLICATIONS OF RESEARCH IN MUSIC EDUCATION

_____

$_

_

_

_

___

$ ____

_

_

OPTIONAL MEMBERSHIP:
National School Orchestra Association

0
D

Individual Membership
Foreign

$25.00
$30.00

D
D

Institutional
Retired

$30.00
$20.00

$ ______

TOTAL ENCLOSED

$_

_

_

___

MENC Office Use Only
Check # : -

PROFESSIONAL AREAS: (Check Appropriate Categories)

Special Areas

Level Areas

_ General Music,
_ General Music,
_ Choral
_ Band
_ Orchestra
_ Keyboard

_ Elementary
_ Junior/Middle School
_ Senior High School
_ College Professor
_ Administrator/Supervisor
_ Private

0 MASTER CARD

Please charge to my (check one)
Charge
Card Number ----

-

-

---

Signature
" Includes $4.00 for MUSIC EDUCATORS JOURNAL
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Elementary
Secondary
_ Guitar
_ Special Learners
_ Research
_ Teacher Education
_ Jazz

-

-

Charge Card
-- Expiration Date

O VISA

-----

-

Check Date: _____

_

Amount: -

---

Recd. From:

-
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New Mexico Music Educators Association
Board of Directors Annual Meeting
Conference Room 424, Le Baron Inn
2120 Menual NE, Albuquerque
August 4-5. 1989

Those Present
President
Vice President. Band:
Vlce President. Chorat
Vlce President. Orchestra:
Vice President. Elem/JHS:
Vice President. Coll/Univ:
Past President
Executive Secretary:
Assistant Secretary:
Editor THE NM MUSICIAN:
NM Activities Asso.

Unda Servold
Carlsbad
Henry Estrada
Los Lunas
Las Cruces
Diane Roberts
Douglas Poff
Farmington
Donna Moore
Albuquerque
Absent
Las Cruces
John Schutz
Santa Fe
Rollle V. Heitman
Santa Fe
Haniel Heitman
Don Gerheart
Los Alamos
Dan Salzwedel Executive
Director
Los Cruces
Kurt Chrisman
Orlando Rodriguez
Hobbs
Gallup
Sam Pemberton
Taos
Eddie Rimbert
Absent
Michael Foster
Grants
Albuquerque
John C Sanks

President. Dist 1 SW:
President. Olsl 2 SE
President. Dist 3 NW:
President. Dist. 4 NC
President. Dist 5 NE
President. Dist 6 Cen,
President. Oisl 7 Albq:
Others:
Greg Oemons: UNM All-State Coordinator
Sally Rynott State Department of Education
Walter Lane: NMAA Albuquerque

Agenda
1 Call to order and introductions ·• Lmda M. Servold. President
2. Approval of the January NMMEA Board of Directors Meeting·· Heitman
3 Annual Anancii,1 Report ·• Heitman
a. Other
4 Membership Repon .. Heitman
5 New Mexico Activities Association Report .. Dan Sa laweldel
6 NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN Report·· GerhearL Editor
7 New Mexico Education Standards: Evaluations. Music Competencies, etc. ·• Sally
Rynott, Music Specialist. SOE.
8 NMMEA District President's Reports: Activities. Calendar. Officers. etc.
9 NMMEA President's Report Unda Servold
a. MENC Meeting
b Speaker & Toplc at NMMEA Membership Meeting. January All-State 1990
c. MIOSM: Music In Our Schools Month
d Awards Program· Hall of F.imc, Music F..docator of lhe Year. Batcheller Award
e. Other

10 Student MENC Report
1 1 All-State Audition Report ·• Servold

a. Partic.lpatlon Report .. Heitman
b. 1989 Auditions: Dates. Centers. Chairpersons .. Servold
d Revised Audition Procedures, Audition Center Packages ·· Heitman
e Other

1 2 Planning All-State Music Festival & lnservtce Conference: Jan 10-13, 1990
a Vice·President's Reports:
1) Schedule of Activities
2) Names of Audition Judges for Choral & Instrumental Chair Placement
3) Workshops. Oinicians. Reading Sessions. etc.
4) Honor Concert Chairman, order, warm·up rooms. etc.
5) Sergeant at Arms. District Presidents to provide names
6) Transportation for Clinicians & Guest Conductors: (VPs arrange)
7) Chairpersons & Assistants for All·State Groups
8) Luncheons. Banquets, & other functions. time & place
9) D1strlet Presidents Meeting & District Meetings
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b. Other
I) Headquarters Hotel
c. The All·S1a1e Concerts.
1) Concert Order. (AM) Band. Orchestra. Chorus; (PM) Chorus, Orches:tra. B
2) Student Performance Dress
3) Stage Crews. Monitors. Ticket Takers
4) House Manager
5) Box Office
6) Recording Concert. Procedures. etc.
7) Presentation of awards at concerts
8) Other

13. New Business:

a Date, place & time of nexl NMMEA Board of Directors Meeting: 1/10/90
b. Other
c. Adioumment

1 Call to Order.
President Servold called the meeting to order at 1 :00 p.m In the Conference Re
424, Le Baron Inn She asked each presenl to Identify themselves. the' r lead
assignment and location. All did

2. Approval of Minutes of January 1989 Board of Directors Meeting;
Secretary Heitman reported he had reviewed the minutes as printed In the sp
issue of THE NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN and had found no errors or omls:slons. C
Gerheart moved. seconded by Henry Estrada that the minutes be approved a.s printe
the 1989 spring Issue of THE NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN. Motlon pas
unanimously.

3. Annual NMMEA Financial Report
Secretary·Treasurer Heitman presented an a udited report showing tota11ncom
$49.956.66 and total expenditures of $42,525 82 leaving a net gam of $7,430
IncomeIsderived from members dues. All•State registrations. student fees and exhit
fees. E.xpenses included guest conductors. exhtbit set up, board of directors travel
per diem, All· Stale audltJons. office expense. postage. telephone for all elected offh
and awards John Schutz moved. seconded by Diane Roberts that the NMMEA Anr
AMnc1al Report be accepted as presented Motion passed unanimously.

4 Membership Report.
Secretary Heitman reponed that as of June 30. 1989 there were 386 lull ac
members. 38 university mus, c student members for a total of 424 There were appr
mately 1 1 0 non·member music teachers and 50 university music professors who 111
not members. Heitman urged all present to encourage those who were not membe,
become active and support the state music program
5. New Mexico Activities Association Report
Dan Salzwedel executive secretary spoke at length urging us to emphasize the rol
educational activities In the learning process in school and the Importance of letting
public know the value of music In the students growth and development NMAA is
Just an athletic organization. It Is very Important for us to worktO\jether for the advar
men! of the total education process for all students In our schools. Mr Salzw,
answered a number of questions from those present
6. NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN Report
Don Gerheart presented each Board Memberwith acopy of the financial report ol
magazine. pointing out the various costs of publication. Advertising income nearly i
for the publicatlon this past year, although the association supports other costs
otherwise accounted for. He pointed outthe importance of getting reports. columns
all pertinent information into him by the deadlines he has set in order to meet
printer's requirements. (See report)
7. New Mexico Education State Department Report
Sally Rynon, Music Specialist for SDE (see attached report). Sally's technical ablll
available upon request She has extensive band and music education experience wl
she will gladly share with music teachers. Simply call her office or write.

continued on page

IMMEA Meeting continued

NMMEA Distnct President's Reports
:>resident District I Kurt Chrisman, Las Cruces (attached)
"'resident. District 2 Orlando Rodrtguez. Hobbs (Attached)
'resident. Oistnct 3 Sam Pemberton, Gallup (attached)
'resident Dtstrtct 4 Eddie Rimbert. Taos (no report)
"'resident District 5 Position vacant
:>resident. District 6 Mike Foster, Granf5 (attached)
'resident. District 7 John C Sanks. Albuquerque (attached)
'IMMEA Presidents Report
'resident Servold reported extensively on the MENC Natlon11l lnt..,rim meeting she
anded In Washington. D.C July 14-17, 1989 Executive Secretary Rollie and Harrtet
ltman accompanied her She spoke about Items of NMMEA concerns. See 11ttached
,ort. All-State information will be published in THE NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN.
11d 11 alll
.Jnda Servold has moved from Raton to Carlsbad She wUI teach In a Junior High
,ooL Hernew addressis: 309 E. Harkness, Carlsbad, NM 88220 Phone; Home·887•
l3, Office · 887-3508
'I.wards Programs: The awardscommittee consisting of the NMMEA 111ce presidents
:I the past president as chairm11n met to study the nominations for each of the various
;,rds. The commlllee recommended the following; John Batcheller Award for
ellence In teaching music In the element11ry school: Juanita Pofl. Bloomfield Music
c1cator of the Year Dr Wilham Oark, NMSU Hall of Fame: James E. Bonnell
,uquerque; Duane Bowen, ENMU; Win Christian, Santa Fe; Kurt Frednch. Albu·
uque. and Ray Tross. NMSU. posthumously.
jam Pemberton moved, seconded by Diane Roberts that the guidelines for nomlna·
, to the NMMEA Hall of Fame requirement "must be a current member" be changed
·ead "must be a current meml>er or have been a member · Motion pa$Sed
'1uslc In Our Schools President Servold announced that she hlld been odvlsed that
Donalds Restaurant company would sponsor the MIOSM program 11nd would pur·
ise the music for partJclpaUng schools. NMMEA Vice President. Elementary/JHS.
nna Moore will be sending lnfo=tion to music teachers (See report)
'1ENC Planning; Prestdent Servold distributed forms forrecording and <ending Ideas
the MENC Conference to be held In Washington D C. In March 1990 President
void took the board through thP several pages of the forms designed for music
1cators to transmit Ideas for the future of MENC In the ntneu� Severc1I Ideas were
sated and she made note of these The planning actMty form w,fl be sent to
NC
Student MENC Report
'lo reportl
All-State Audlllon Report
• Participation report Secretary Hellman distributed copies of the 1988 audltton
gram partlclpatton· Vocal audition centers reported l 198 vocal audlhons. Stnng
ltt,on centers reported 205 stnng-player auditions. Wind and percussion audition
ters reported 899 wmd-tnstrument·playcr auditions and 135 percussion-player
litIons. The audition schedule and location w11s established b&sed upon the reports
11 lhe 1988 audlllon centers. The new audition center location may cause some
dships for some schools because they may have greater distances to travel A tape
htion may be uwd
1989 Audition dates. centen., chairpersons see m11gaz1ne
JeffreyPiper. UNM Audition Instrumental Team Chairman presented the following
nes for the 1989 Instrumental audltioners Strings. Violins. Lynn Case. Santa Fe
nphony Viola. Cello. String Ba\$. Barbara Sealman. UNM Symphony. Winds and
cuss1on, Trumpet Jeffrey Piper. UNM. Flute: FrankBowen. UNM. Oarlnet Maxine
ney, ENMU. Low Oartnet/Homs: Jomes Helder, WNMU Saxophone/Double
tis; Darrel Randall UNM Low Brass: Karl Hlnterb1chler, UNM Percussion: Chris
,ltls. UNM. Vocal Audlhoners 1st Soprano. Jerrt Al� NMSU: 2nd Soprano, Jean
zencraft. ENMU. 1st Alto. David Gerig. ENMU. 2nd Alto. Dan Comstock, NMSU.
,or. John Oark, UNM. Bass. John Linford. NMSU
Re111sed Audition Procedures Secretary Heitman had updated the Handbook for
:llttons •. changes which were made by the NMMEA Executive Committee March S·
989 There were not major chc11nges in the audition procedures. mostlygrammatieal
nlswordmg. Heltm&n had prepared packages of audihon forms for each center He
ed the district presidents lo deliver the packages to the audition center chairperson
agreed to deliver the pack11ges
Pl.Inning 1990 All-State Musi<: Festival and lnserv,ce Conference.. January l0-13.
IQ, UNM Fine Arts Center
• Vice President's Reports: The NMMEA vice presidents have spent mziny hours
urtng the guest conductors. recommended at their section meeting at the 1989 All·
te. arranging for program maternil for the performing groups. workshops and chn1
s. and prepanng a tentahve All-State MuslC Festwal and lnserv,ce Conference
dule Vice Pres1den� Band. Henry Estrada (attached). Vice President Chorus.

Diane Roberts (attached), Vice Presldenl Orchestra, Douglas Poff (attached). Vice
President Elementary/JHS. Donna More (attached)
b. HonorConcerts; Itwas noted thllt In the 1989 Spring Issueof THE NEW MEXICO
MUSICIAN there was an error In rehearsal times on Popejoy Stage. Warm-up rooms
will remain the same The schedule for the three groups on Popejoy Stage will be as
folloW$
Band Bl20, 4 15 p m. Popejoy Stage: 5 00 to 5'.40 p.m
Orches tra: 8117, 4 30 p.m. Popejoy Stage_ 5 45 to 6:25 pm.
Oiorus: Keller Hall 5 15 p.m PopeJOY Stage; 6:30 to 7 15 p m
c. Dr Greg Clemmons, UNM professor and All-State coordinator reported on the
facilitieswhichwlfl be ovailable for ouruse. He made the following pointswhichwtfl help
gre&tly In securing space and equipment for All-State.
1 Vice Presidents must submit equipment and space forms byOctober 1 to him. At
the university 11111kes that much ttme to secure equipment and space. Please be speafte
and exllCI for what Is needed Rehearsal areas: piano. podium. P.A. the number attend·
Ing or participating. etc.
2 Advance notice Is very Important UNM last day of school ls December 6. 1989
Most offices and staff will not be av111lable after thllt
3 Vice presidents please check scores to make sure what equipment Is needed for
the performing groups that you want UNM to secure.
d Details of the operation of All-State were reviewed In depth to make sure everyone
understc1nds their duties and responsibilities
e. Headquarters hotel Secretary heltman presented a letter of bid from the Amf&e
Hotel offering the same arrangements as last year John Schutz moved, seconded by
Douglas Poff that NMMEAaccept the bid Invitation forthe 1990 All-State Music Festtval
and lnservlce Conference headquarters hotel from the Amlac Hotel Motion passed
unanlmou,ly
I All-State concerts:
l. Concert order: (am) band, orchestra. chorus; (pm) chorus, orchestra. band.
2 It was pointed out that all NMMEA district officers were needed as ticket takers.
monitors and stage crews In order for the concerts to move smoothly
3 House manager will be John Schutz. NMME.A l)3st president
4 Student performance drb> will be the home school uniform or dress.
5 The box office wtll be open at8:30 a.m. which ls30 minutes earlier than before.
forthe 10 00 a.m concert and will remain open during the noon hourfor the afternoon
1.30 pm concert. Music educators and students registered for the Musk: F�tiva.l and
lnsel'\.1ce Conference will be admuted to the concerts by the registration t� Adult
admission $2.50, students (gradti 1 through 12) $1.00
6 Recording concerts. procedures, etc: Secretary Heitman reported that the com
panythat had recorded thelast two years hlld nottfied hlm thattheyw\11 b8 able to record
for the 1990 concerts The contract for recording was discussed and updated to our
satisfact•on John Schutt moved. seconded by Diane Roberts. that NMMEA send a copy
of our recording contract to Interested panles Contract to be Issued on terms set by
NMMEA only. Mouon passed
The question of the copyright laws was nused Henry Estr11da had a book"Copyright
the Complete Gulde for Music Educators· which clearly states that recordings made by
educational groups for sale are responsible for paying a mechanical royalty fee. The
sponsoring orgMIZation is responsible for the license to record and must pay the lee.
Even though the recording company agrees to the payment of the royalty lee. the
sponsor ts still responsible. The possibility of copyright 1nlnng�ment suits against music
educators Is growing. How can you eliminate such suits against you and your schooP
Read the "Copyright the Complete Guide for Music Educators." The publicauon Is
avallablefrom muslcstores orfrom the publlsher Music In Action. P.O. Box204. East
StroudsbuTg. PA 1830l Price: $695 It Is recommended that all music educators
secure a copy of this pubhcatlon Diane Robert� moved. seconded by Henry Estrada.
that pending approval by copyright law agencies and Popejoy Hall staff. we publish In
the winter Issue the recording and video taping guidelines for the All·State concerts.
including honor and college concerts. Motion passed unanimously. The executive
secretary w1ll pursue the problem of a license for the reco.-ding of the All-State
concerts
13 New Business
a. John Schutt moved. seconded by Diane Roberts that NMMEA pay travel and
expenses for the president secretary 11nd ednor of THE NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN to
tl>e National MENCConference 1n Woshlngton D.C March 28-Apnl 1. 1990 Motion
passed unanimously.
b The problem of District 5 The area which comprises District 5 Is the northeast
comer of the state including the schools ol Omarron. Clayton. Des Moines. Raton. Roy.
Spnnger and Wagon Mound The music program is nonexistent In most of these very
small schools Is and there 1s no music teacher After discussion. Diane Roberts moved.
seconded by John Schutz that President Servold write each school In District 5 and
request their choice for being redistricted to either District 4, North Central or Dtstnct 2.
South E.ast ActiOn to be taken at the Janu&ry 10 1990 board meetJng. Motion passed
unanimously.
continued on page 40
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NMMEA Meeting continued
c. The problem of registration fees was raised and discussed: Many music teachers
wait to registertheirstudents and themselves until the morningof AlJ. State whichcauses
long lines and is taking up much time. Pre-registration by mall is provided to alleviate the
hassle of registering at the conference. Registration fees for students by mall will be the
same as last year· $8.00. Registration at All-State will be $10.00. Adult registration by
mall will be the same as last year · $25.00. at the registration desk at the conference
$30.00. December 18, 1989 Is the deadline for mall registration. Postmarked reglstra·
lions after December 18. 1989 will actually be registrations at the conference.

d Date. place and time for the next NMMEA board of directors meeting wll
January 10, 1990. Green Room, Keller Hall UNM. 6:30 p.m.

14. Adjournment
No further business being presentecl President Servold declared the meeting
journed at 11: 15 arn.. August5. 1989
Respectfully submitted,
Rollie V. Heitman

NEW MEXICO MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION
FINANCIAL REPORT SUMMARY
August 1, 1988 to July 31, 1989
SOURCES OF INCOME
NMMEA & MENC Dues Remitted by Members/MENC Dues Refund
All-State Audition Fees Remitted by Students
All-State Music lnservice Fees Remitted by Teachers
All·State Music Festival Fees Remitted by Students
All-State Recording Fees: Dolce Sound, 87 $242 $213.36
All-State Chaperone Fees
All-State Concert Gate Receipts. 2 Concerts
All-State Exhibitors Fees, ($1.820 '90 All-State)
Miscellaneous Income
Arst National Bank. Belen (Interest)
Change for Conference. returned by Heitman
MENC Student Chapter Acc.
MENC Interim Assembly, President & Secretary
O,eck Reimbursement
Honorees' Breakfast
Soc.J!!ll Jor General �uslc
INCOME FROM ALL NMMEA ACTIVITIES
EXPENDITURES
NMMEA Board of Directors & Executive Committee
Mountain Belk Telephone Service. Elected Officers
U S. Post Office. Elected Oflicers
All-State Audition Team Expense & Honorarium
All-State Guest Conductors. CUnlclans. Accomp.
All-State Operating Expense: Supplies, Printing. etc.
Dues Remitted to MENC for Members
NMMEA Office Supplies
NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN Support
Executive Secretary Honorarium
Secretary Help
Miscellaneous Expenses: Awards. Corp. Fee. etc.
Oiange for All-State
Bank Charge for returned checks
NM Jazz Festival Support, NMSU Band
Honorees' Brea�asl
TOTAL EXPENDITURES: 1988·1989
SUMMARY
Balance: First National Bank. Belen. 8/1/88 & 8/1/89
Net Operating Financial Status
RESERVE:
Sandia Savings & Loan 8/1/88 & 8/1/89
First National Bank. Belen. Money Market
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$

1986-87

1987-88FY

1 1 ,152.00
8,887.00
8,307.00
6.256.00
455.36
210.00
3,571.00
4,520.00
00.00
1,822 72
250.00
30.00
576.00
142.00
264.00
00.00

$ 1 1 , 761.00
9,48800
8.890.00
6.208.00
202.46
220.00
4.076.00
5,020.00
143.46
2,229.52
150.00
351.79
254.48
351.00
336.00
274.�

$46,443.08

$49.956.66

3,255.00
1.184.98
625.41
7.849.48
6.716.35
3,860.83
5.872.00
356.04
2,349 K>
3.600.00
1,200.00
1.105.92
250.00
186.50
1.000.00
00.00

2,800.56
96327
689.30
7,025.90
8,683.20
5,043.96
6,995.00
507.15
2,048.70
3,600.00
1,900.00
577.93
150.00
399.00
750.00
391.90

$39,588.03

$42,525.87

34.519.33
6,855.05
11,363.21

41,950.12
7.430.79
12.239.01

8.130.72

8.698.11
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NEW MEXICO MUSIC EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION
OFFICIAL HANDBOOK
GOVERNING PROCEDURES FOR INTER-SCHOLASTIC MUSIC ACTIVITIES
1989-1990
INTRODUCTION

The Philosophies and Operating Procedures set forth in this Handbook for the various Inter-Scholastic Musical Activities
recommended by NMMEA and approved by the New Mexico ActivitiesAssociation are the results ofmany years ofstudy and work
by Music Educators. School Administrators of the Public Schools and Music Departments of the Universities of New Mexico.
By establishing the Philosophies. Rules and Regulations in a HANDBOOK of PROCEDURES removed from the Articles of
Incorporation and By-Laws of the Association, changes may be made. as conditions demand. at any regular meeting of the
NMMEA Board of Directors and/or the NMMEA Executive Committee as per its authority, or at any regular business meeting of
the Members of the Association without the process ofa ConstitutionalAmendment. Any changes in procedures are subject to the
approval of the New Mexico Activities Association.

ARTIClE I
SECTION I: PURPOSE
THE ALL-STATE MUSIC FESTIVAL
AND INSERVJCE CONFERENCE
THE PURPOSE OF THE ALL-STATE MUSIC
FESTIVAL AND /NSERVICE CONFERENCE IS

A To provide the well prepared talented high school
music student an opportunity 10 participate In a fi ne
musical organliatlon under the direction of a recogniz
ed specialist not available In the student's local school
music program
B. To provide the talented music student motivation £or
the highest achievement In their musical education and
development
C. To provide music lt>achers from the schools of New
Me,c,tco an opportunity to observe recognized speclal
lsts demonstrate successful teaching techniques in the
field of mus1c education and performance
D To provide music teachers with �n opportunity to
hear new music literature.. and to review and examine
music learning materials. neo.w instruments. textbooks,
and teaching techniques.
E. To provide music teachers with the opportunity to
hear fine musical performing groups which they may
not otherwise hear during the school year and which
may Inspire them to achieve higher standards of instruc
tion In their own education systems.

SECTION IL: PROCEDURES

A DA TE. The All-State Music Fes11ual and lnseruice

Conference.

The dares ofthe All-State Music Festival and lnservice
Conferencewill be determined by the NMME.A Board of
Directors at the annual mPeting. settingthedates forthe
next two All-Stale Music Festivals and lnservice Con
ferences.

B SITESELECTION· TheAl�Store Music Feslluolond
/nseruice Conference:
1. Invitations for site location for the All· Stale Music
Festival and lnservlce conference to be held one year
hence. shall be submitted In writing to the NMMEA
President prior to the NMMEA Board of Directors'
meeting. held the evening before the beginning of the
All-State Music Festival and lnservice Conference.
2 An invitation must include: The designated date,
description of facllltles and rehearsal space, commer·
cial display area, and availa ble lodging and meal ser·
vice_ Only those invitations describing facilities
deemed adequate by the NMME.A Board of Directors
will be submitted to the Associa tion membership for
balloting on the site location II more than one lnvlta·
lion Is received. the Festival site wtll be chosen by a
maiority vote of the membership at the annual General
Membership Business meeting.
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3 The elected Host School willprovideall necessary
personnel security. facilities and equipment for the
proper operation of the All-State Music Festival and
lnserv1ce Conference without cost to the Associauon
C THE ALL-STATE MUSIC FESTIVAL AND TN·
SERVICE CONFERENCE PLANNING AND OPERA·
TlON RESPONSIBILITY
1 It shall be the responsibility of the NMMEA Execu
tive Committee to plan and make arrangementsfor the
activities of the program £or the NMMEA Annual Al\.
State Music Festival and lnservlce Conference
2. The NMMEA AU-State Music Festival and In·
service Conferenceshall be self-supporting. Revenue ,s
obtained by the following methods:
a NMMEA Members Conference fee
b Student Participation lee
c MENC Student Members Conference ree
d Commercial f,rms d1Spla;ing or part1ctpating
must be a NMMfA MusJc Industry Member and pay a
display fee
e. Concert admission fee paid bv public
3 Theamountof each fee shall be determined by the
NMMEA Board of Directors
4 The music for participating In an All-State music
group shall be fumished by the student or school
5 Selection of Clinician or Guest Conductors:
a NMMEA members attending the NMMEA Band,
Chorus. Orchestra. or Elem./ Junior High School Music
Secilon meeting during the All·State lnservice Confer·
ence will nominate a minimum of live names for poss�
ble guest conductors and/or clinlclans for the next two
All· State Music Festival and lnservice Conferences. The
members present will vote on order of preference of
nominees.
b The NMMEA Vice-President, shall contact tn
order of preference the clinician or conductor for
acceptance.
c. The NMMEA President, wi th the approval of the
NMMEA Executive Committee. will make final contract
arrangements with the Clinician or Guest Conductor.
6. Selection of All-State Music
a. The Clinician/Guest Conductor will propose a
program of music not to exceed thirty minutes of per·
rormance time. The selection of music will be subiect to
the approval ofthe NMMEA Executive Committee. The
Oin1cian/Conductor shall provide the list of music by
the specified date.

D. EUGIBILITY RULES FOR STUDENT PART/Cl·
PANTS IN ALL-STA TE:
1. Any student officially enrolled for credit In a public
or privateschool m grades nine through twelve. forthe
full school year, may apply to audition for participation
In an All-State group through the student's music in
structor The following rules and regulations must be
met by all students desiring to audition and participate
In All· State.

a- A student must be certified by the Prtn
passing twenty,ftve (25) hours of academic w
week. and shall have earned five credits accept
graduation the semester priorto the All-State A,
and All·State Music Festival The student sh;
maintained a State mandated academic require
point average the prior semester (New Mexico
Senate Bill 106. 1986)
b The student must meet any additional
ments established by local Board of Education
c. Only students regularly enrolled for ere,
ocganized school music group may audlbon ar
clpate in a similar All-State group, unless no sue
exists In the local school music program
1) A student must be an enrolled memb,
organized scheduled band chorus or orchesrn:
full school year to audition and be selected ta
pate ,n an All-State group
2 Prior to audition. each student must h
approval of the music Instructor of the loul
music group the student wish.:s to audition and
pate tn at All-State
3 A student may audition for either a voe
instrumental Al� State group or both. If a stude
tlons for more than one group, the studentmu<t
group preference before aud,tlons (band,
orchestra)
4 . Students auditioning on more than 01
and percussion Instrument may do so provldt
declare and Instrument preferencepriorto thea
The instruments must be judged by the same
cator
5 Astudentmay not beallowed to audttio
reglstration ts postmarked on or before the ann
deadline date_ Late registration may be retume
audition Center Chairperson.
6. Atransferstudent, newly enrolled In sc�
in a band. chorus. or orchestra and meeting 1
el!gibllity requirements. may be permitted to 1
for an All-Staie group.

E STUDENT RULES FOR PARTICIPAT/01'
ALL-STATE GROUP.
l Students selected to participate In an /.
group will attend all scheduled events, rehear
concerts.

2. Any exception or absence from aschedult
must be approved by the Vice-President in chal'!
group.
3 . Individual music lnstructo!S at the local
may noi choose a replacement for a previously,
student who cannot attend Alternates are deb
by audition.
4 As soon as the musJc instructor learns a It
unable to participate the information shall be II
led lothe NMMEA Executive Secretary and/or
President in charge of the group. Theoriglnal au
may be asked 10 name a replacement from the
certified list

continued on pc

Excellent Selection of Fine Old Instruments
Instruments and Bows Sent on Approval
Expert Repairs and Major Restoration
Instrument Rentals • Strings and Accessories
Extensive Library of String Music - Solo and Ensemble
Same,Day,Service on Mail Orders
VIOLINS
Averna Alfredo. Palermo 1924
N Audrnot Paris 1894
Paul Bailly Pans 1898
Ben1amin Banks London circa J 795
Laurenuus Bellaromcsna Genuae 1958
Leon Bernardel Pans 1933
F w Chanot, London 1899
Ch,pct-Vuillaume Pans 11198
Anne Cole Albuquerque 1988
Ch I B Co\11n-Mezln. Pans 1891
Ch I B Col11n-Mezin Paris 1894
Ch I B Coll1n-Mezm. Paris 1895
George Craskc London circa 1870
H Derazey. Pans circa 1860
Larry Furse Salt L.ike City 19115
W E Hill & Sons London 1 9 1 5
Ceo Wulme - Hudson. London 1914
Marc Laberte. Pans 189Q
Emile Laurent. Bruxelles. 1 91 4
Tschu Ho Lee Chicago 1982
Maline Mirecourt circa 1850
Gustav Meinel. London 1889
Felix Guedon . Mougenot. M1recourt 1909
George Mougenot. Bruxelles 1899
L Mougenot. Paris 1 9 1 2
D Nicolas. Mtrecourt circa 1830
Gunther Reuter. Chicago 1981
Ndgoya Suzuki Model 220. 280 540
550. 580 . all sizes
Roman Teller. West Germany modern
Lorenzo Ventapane. Naples 1863
(,unter von Aue, IQ89 - l/2 3,4 4 4

VIOLAS
Anne Cole Albuquerque 1989
Alvaro Escalante Cremona 1981
Laurence Furse. Salt Lake City 1988
lulius Caesar C1gll. Rome 1757
William Harns Lee. Chicago 1989
W11l1am Piper England 1985
Reinhold Schnabl. Bubenreuth 1981
Romdn feller. West Germany 1985
Ferrucc,o Varagnolo Milano 1914
Pierre v,doudez. Ceneve 1951
Guntcrvon Aue 1989
CELLJ
Anne Cole, Albuquerque 1989
Ch I B Collin Mezin. Pans 1903
William Harns Lee Chicago 1989
Anton Stohr. West Germany 1989
Roman Teller Germany 1982
Harold z,egner Berlin 1909
BASSES
Anne Cole Albuquerque 1989
Gustave Ficker Ml!tenwald 1962
Gand School. rnca 1875
Horst Grunert, Penzberg 1989
Ion Heinrich Hamm,g M,ttenwald ctrca 1940
Kay USA 1950
Martin, Moreste, Montova 1926
lyrolean rnca 1900
West German carved
\Venzl Wilfer Bubenreuth 1975

3003 Monte Vista Blvd., NE • Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106 • 505,265, 7697
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Handbook continued
5 If disciplinary action of any kind concerning a stu·
dent(s) 1s deemed necessary 1t shall be the responsib11lty
of the music instructor of the student(s) to take such
action as necessary. based upon the standards set forth
by the student(s) local Board of Education and/or
school administration. Students may be excluded from
participation In the All-State performance.
SECTION Ill: ALf..STATE AUDITION PR().
CEDURES:
A THE AUDITION CENTERS
I The numberofAudition Centers shall be limited to
five or less.
2. The Audition Centers, Chairpersons. Date of
Auditions shall be designated by the NMMEA Executive
Committee.
B DUTIES OF THE AUDITION CENTER CHAIR·
PERSON.

1 The NMMEA President with the approval of the
NMMEA Executive Committee shall appoint a Chair·
person for each Audition Center
2. Procedures and duties for the Audition Center
Chairperson:
a. Secure approval from local authority for use of
necessary facilities and staff, with the understanding
that all local expenses are the responsibility of the local
center. Any unusual circumstances should be referred
to the NMMEA president
b. Provide the following !acilittes·
1) SiX rooms with tuned pianos for choral auditions
2) Two rooms for string Instrument auditions
3) Si x rooms for wind Instrument auditions.
4) One room set upwllh tlmpanL bass drum and
multiple-percussion as required by the etude
5) Each room should have a desk or table and
chair for Aud!tloner and music stand where needed
c. Provide a monitor !or each audition room to
fae1lltate auditions and try to keep on schedule.
d. The Audition CenterChairperson will prepare a
schedule of auditions from the registrations sent in The
Chairperson should send II copy of the schedule to
each music Instructor and an audition 1heet for each
registered student upon receipt of fees or purchase
order.
e. A copy of the audition schedule should be sent
to the Audition Team Chairperson one week In ad
vance of the auditions.
l Students auditioning on more than one Instru
ment (same judge only) shall be allowed full iime for
each audition whlch is seven (7) minutes. e.xcept percus
sion Instruments which are allowed ten (10) minutes.
The student shall pay for each audition.
g. The Audition CenterChairpersonshallcollect an
audition fee of $4.00 for each audition registered by the
music instructor. The Center Chairperson will tum the
amount collected over to the Audition Team Chair·
person or his des1gnee to be delivered to the NMMEA
Executive Secretary All fees or school purchase orders
must be attached 10 the Audition Center Chairperson's
report
h The following arrangements should be made by
the center chairperson for the audition team.
1. Motel room reservations.
2 A realistic audition schedule which includes
break time, meal time and courtesy refreshments.
C THEAUDITION REGISTRATION FORM
Each music mstructor sponsoring students for
auditions shall list on separate audition registration
forms, one for band. one for chorus and one for orches·
tra. the name of the studenL Instrument or voice classi·
lication, and accompanist ol each student expec11ng to
audition
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2. The registration form is published In the fall Issue
o! the NEW MEXICO MUSIClAN, the official NMMEA
Magazine and/or other appropriate means
3 Each school music departmentwill send one copy
of the list of participants to the Audilion Center Chair·
person. postmarked on or before the specified date for
choral and string auditions Wind andpercussion fnstru·
ments have a dil!erent date as established by the
NMMEA Executive Committee. The student audition
lee is determined bythe NMMEA Executive Committee
based on the total cost of the auditions

3 MUSIC lNSTRUCTORS SHOULD BE SU
STUDENTS ARE WELL PREPARED ON THIE AU
TION MATERIAL BEFORE THEY ARE REGISTER.
TO AUDITION.

3. The audition score sheet shall be prescribed and
furnished by the NMMEA Executive Committee.

4. The recommended personnel for wind .and p
cussion Instrumentation for each of the pe:rforrn.
groups shall be determined by the followung p
cedures:
a. The wind and percussion personnel for I
Symphony Orchestra shall be selected on the basis
first third, and fifth best players for the various pos1tlc
to complete the orchestra Instrumentation as specifi
in the music score.
b. The wmd and percussion personnel for c
Symphonic Band shall be selected on the ba.sis o! t
second fourth and sixth best players plus as m.any ad
lional players as the Instrumentation calls for until
positions are fllled
c. Wind and percussion personnel for the Cone.
Orchestrashall beselected from theconcert band on t
basis of second fourth and siXth best players of ea
section to complete the Concen Orchestra lnstrumE
talion as specified in the music score.
d The personnel of the Concert Band will be fill
from the remainlngavailablequalil1ed wind alld perc1
slon players.
e. The number two string bass player from ea,
orchestra will be assigned to the Symphonic Band a
Concert Band If the music score indicates the need I
such a player.
f The recommended instrumentation for the Sy1
phonic and Concen bands as well as orchestra wlll
designated to the Audition Tearn Chairperson by t
respective NMMEA Symphony and Concert Vic
Presidents.

F Al1Drrl0N PROCFDtJRFS FOR THE BRASS
PERCUSSION AND WOODWIND INSTRUMENTS

F AUDITION PROCEDURES FOR ORCHESTF
STRING INSTRUMENTS,

1 All audi11ons shall be conducted by the Audition
Team Membi!rs assigned to the mstrumental div1s1on of
the All-State Audition Team as approved by the
NMMEA Board of Directors

l MUSIC TO BE Pl.AYEO:
a Scales.: One major and one melodic minor SCl
as specified in the spnng and fa.II Issues c;>f THE NE
MEXICO MUSICIAN The scales shall be played In t
following manner Violin. viola and cello play thr
octaves: string bass. playtwo octaves The scaleIs to
played as quarter notes. single bow. up and down, t
quarter note equalling MM 120 Value 20% of au,
tlon.
b A solo may be selected by the student and I
struc1or There Is to be no accompaniment Value: SC
of audition
c. A required etude for each instrument will
chosen by the NMMEA Orchestra Vice-Presldenl a1
will be announced tn the spring and fall Issues of Tl
N[W MEXICO MUSICIAN Value 30% ,;,f audition

4 Students shall not be allowed to audition unless
registered with fees paid or purchase order attach
ed
5. Rules and Regulations changefrom year to yearto
meet changing conditions. Eachlocal music Instructor 1s
responsible for knowing and abiding by the changes.
Only the student suffers If rules are not observed.
D THE AUDITION SCORE SHEET

1 The audition judging score sheet 1s a tool for au&
tioners lo use io assist in the selection of the most qual!·
lied students. The music instructor al the local school
shall type the heading of the form to Identify by name,
school town, grade. lnstrumenL voice classification,
and accompanist The score sheet Is provided by
NMMEA to the Audition Center Chairperson for dlstri·
bution to each school registering lo audition.
2. The standard score sheet shall be used by the
audltioners and shall remain In the hands of the audl
tioner until after the conclusion of that year's All·
State.

2 The auditions wlll include the following
a The required scal es shall be· All twelve ( I 2)
maior scales. and the ch,omatic scale for each lnstru·
menL Starting pllch and minimum r&nges will be sped·
fled In the spring and fall issue of THE NEW MEXICO
MUSICIAN. Value: 20% of audition.
b. The Band Vice-President wilt select suitable
etudes for each instrument from the approved mater·
ials. The eludes will be announced in the spring and fall
Issues of THE NEW MEXICO MUSICIAN The eludes
will 1equlre technical ability and a l�•rical style. Metro
nomic markings will be published With the etudes.
Value: 60% of 11udition
c. Sight reading matenal will be selected by the
audittoner and need not be the same for each student
The auditioner will provide sight reading material for
both bass & treble clef baritone horn. Value: 20% ol
audition.
d Students wishing to audition for piccolo & flute;
oboe & English horn; snare drum. tympani and/or
melodic percussion or other multiple Instruments must
prepare all eludes required for each Instrument they
wish to audition on. Students auditioning on more than
one Instrument shall be allowed full time ror each audi·
lion and pay the lee for each audition
e. An etude for multiple-percussion will be includ·
ed for all percussion a11ditions and will be announced In
the spring and fall Issues of THE NEW MEXICO
MUSIOAN. This elude will be required of all students
auditioning for percussion. Ten (10) minutes shall be
allowed for the percussion audition

2. The orchestra audllioners will place the quallfl,
string players within the section of the organlzatlc
df<signated, but not by chair placement. Chair plac
ment will be determined by a flnal audition within ti
section, Just prior to the first All-State rehearsal.

3. The recommended string Instrumentation shou
be as follows !or each orchestra string section. 11
personnel of the Symphony Orchestra will be select,
first. then the Concert Orchestra. 1st Violin: 16-18. 2,
Violin· 16· 18: Viola: 12· 14. Cello, 12-14; String Bai
8-8.

4. One string bass player will be assigned to eai
band when Lhescore requires. Assignment will be ma,
on the basis ol number two string bass from U
Symphony Orchestra to Symphonic Band: number tv
string bass player from the Concert Orchestra to Cc>
cert Band

continued on page 4

1ndbook continued

Two string audltloners will be used: one for violins.
ne for viola. cello and string bass. These persons
e nominated by the Audition Team Chairperson
will t:>e approved by the NMMEA Board of
tors

There will be two audition sites for string 1nstru
;; one & one-half days in Albuquerque and one
1 Las Cruces

The local Audition Center Chairperson will be In
e of the strmg Instruments auditions.

IDITION

>ENTS

PROCEDURES

FOR

VOCAL

The choral auditions shall be conducted by the
i on Team Members assigned to the Choral D1vi
fthe All-State Audition Team as nominated by the
ion Team ChaU"person and approved by the
EA Board of Directors

It Is recommended that the audltioner conductthe
on in the following order
The student should be prej)ilred to perform a
,f worthwhile educational value. selected by the
nt and music instructor to display range. quality of
technical ability, and artistry. Long solos, lengthy
introductions and popular music should be
ed The MENC. The Texas, or New York lists are
sted guides. ALL MUSIC MUST BE MEMOR
FOR THE AUDmON Valuec 40% of audilion.
. All Choral students will be required to perform
�art of rhe All-State choral number by memoiy
he piano reduction of the score as written Ind!·
vocal parts will not be emphasized There w!ll be
I
selections to chooM! from: SSNSSAA/SATB/
, VAiue· 40% of audition.
All choral students auditioningwill be required 10
read a short melody in their vocal range The
EA Choral Vice-President will submit several
ly lines of equal difficulty to the Choral Audition
Chairperson for use in the sight reading audition.
20% of audition
The auditionselec11ondoes not detennmegroup
ent

lne number of choir members needed (or each
Soprano 1&2, Alto 1&2. Tenor 1&2, and Bass
In the mu(ed chorus is suggested to be thirty per
The number suggested for each Girls Chorus
m ($SAA) is thirty-five.

Vocal students auditioning shall provide their ac·
anlsL A taped accompaniment may be used in
ofthe liveaccompanimenl The individual student
oning with a taped accompaniment shall be re
Ible for his/her own tape play-back equipment

\TE AUDITIONS.

In the event a student misses an audition for legti·
cause, such as sickness or death in the family. the
nt may apply through the local music instructor to
MMEA Vice·President ofthe group concerned for
rlyor late audJtion Such an audition shall be heard
a original team member in person or by tape.

All early or late auditions must be completed with·
e week of the final auditions for that categoiy.

The auditioner shall transmit the name of a stu·
10 be added to an All-State group to the NMMEA
1Uve Secretary, who will notify the student's music
,ctor and place the student's name on the official

PED AUDITION PROCEDURES.

1ools located 150 miles or more one way from the
ISi audition center may submit a tape recorded
Ion using the following procedures:

1 All tape recordings used in place of a live audition
must be In the hands of the Audition Team Chairperson
one week prior to the first audition date for the lnslTU·
mental or vocal classification

2. There should be no more than one kind of instTu·
ment or voice classll!cation per tape.
3 Registration and fees must be submitted with the
tape audition.
4 Tape recording audition procedures:
a. State student's name. school town. Instrument
or voice dasslficatlon
b. String instrument students follow siring audition
procedures.
c. Band Instrument students follow band audition
procedures
d. Choral students follow choral audi tion proce
dures.
e. The Instructor will select a sight reading excerpt
and so Identify.
f Recording should be on stereo cassette tape if at
all possible
g. If more than one student is on a tape, make sure
only the same kind ofInstrument orvoice ison the tape.
Include master list of names. school and town
address.
h. Recordings must be arranged so that vanous
auditioners may listen to the tapes at any center. at their
respective offices or at home.

J FINAL AUDITION PROCEDURES FOR ALL·
STATE:
1. All studentsselected to paniclpate in any All-State
group will be tested on their preparation ofthe All-State
mus1c in a hnal audition held Thursday n1orn1ng as
scheduled
2. Any!>tudenl lolling10pass thts final audition ortest
on any of the All-State mus1c will not be allowed to
participate Any unprepared student will be the respon·
s1bihty of 1he1r Instructor
3. Students passing the hnal audition or test will be
given a seating assignment In thelr respective group.
4 Choral students will sing selected passages from
their Al� State music from memory in the final audition
or test
5.0rchestra students selected foreither the concert
or symphony orchestra will audition for chair positions
based on the students preparation of the All-State
music. Emphasis will be placed on tone. technique and
general musicianship
6. Wind and percussion players of the concert and
symphony orchestra wlll audition on their preparation
of the All-State music. A player may be changed from
one part to another 11 preparation ,s not adequate, i.e. a
flrst player may be assigned a second or third part A
section rehearsal will follow the audition.

7 Band seating audition procedures: All band stu·
dents of each section will assemble In the designated
room for an audition The monilor will distribute num
bered forms to the students. The number on the form
wtll Indicate the order in which the students will
audition
b. When all forms have been distributed, the
monitor will inform the auditloner to begin the audi·
tions.
c. During the auditions. the auditioner may give
instructions to the students. however. thestudents may
not speak directly to the audltioner who sits with h,s
back to the students. Any replies will be made by the
monitor
d After all students have been auditioned. more
than once 1f necessary. the audlhonerwill announce the
order of chair placement by number

e. The students will then record their placement on
the audition form, signthelrnameand retum the form to
the chairperson In charge of the group.
f When all forms have been collected the chair·
person wiU retum them lo the co-chairperson of their
band
g. ALL CHAIR PLACEMENTS Will. BE FINAU
THERE WILL BE NO CHALLENGES!

SECTION IV THE ALL-STATE AUDITION
TEAM
A THE AUDITION TEAM.
1 The Audition Team Chairmanship and approval
of Team Membership:
a. The responsibility for chairing the auditi on team
shall pass from one New Mexico University Music
Department to another In the following order as drawn
by lot (many years ago): Eastem New Mexico University,
New Mexico State University. New Mexico Western
University, New Mexico Highlands University and the
University of New Mexico
b. The chairperson of the audition team shall be the
Music Department Chairman or head, or someone ap,
pointed by him from the university responsible for the
auditions for that year.

2 The cha!rpe!'Sor. of the dUdition team shall nom
inate the members of the team, one or more as needed
from each of the New Mexico University Music Depart·
ments. and shall assign the duties ofeach team member
The member must teach or have recognized compe
tency on the Instrument or voice to be auditioned.
3 The chairperson of the audition team shall submit
the names of the nominees to serve on the team for that
upcoming year to the NMMEA President prior to the
dose of the spring term .,f the university. The Board of
Directors shall approve the names of the persons to
serve, before the inVitaUon to 5erve Is confirmed by the
team chairperson
4. Duties of the Audition Team
a The audition team shall select from the total
number of students audltloned the most qualified stu·
dents as participants ln the All-Stale Bands. Choruses,
and Orchestras. according to the instrumentation and
balance as prescribed by the NMMEA Vice-Presidents
of the Bands, Choruses. and Orchestras.
b. Audltloner$ are not to discuss at any time
during the audltlons, the student attending the audi
tloner' s college or university.
5. The Audition Fee and Team Member expenses'.
a. An audition fee, used to defray expenses of the
audition le.am members. will be determined by the
NMMEA Executive Committee and shall be paid by
each student to the Audition Center Chairperson
through the localmusic instructor The fee shall accom·
pany the registration 11st of students A fee must be paid
for each student reg,stered to audition
c. The Executive Secretary shall pay an amount
toward the expenses of the audition team members as
determined by the NMME.A Executive Committee each
year based on the actual cost of the auditions.

SECTION V:
ALL-STATE HONOR GROUPS
A PURPOSE To Recognize Oucs1ondlngNew Mexico
School Musical Groups:
l To recognize outstanding student achievement in
musical performance.
2. To provide outstanding performing musical groups
an opportunity to perform for their peers at All-State.

continued on page 4 6
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Handbook continued
3 To provide teachers and students with an oppor·
lunlty lo hear fine studeni musical performing groups
which they may not hear during the school year in their
home school stituallon.

2 CCC Junior High School, grades 7-9 500 or

4 To motivate teachers and students toward higher
achievement In musical performance.

C Middle Schools. grades 7-8 500 or more
students
DD Middle Schools. grades 7-8 or 6-8 250
thru 499 students

5. To Inspire teachers and students lo achieve and
maintain high standards of instruction, learning and
performance.
B PROCEDURES OF SELECTION OF HONOR
GROUPS.·
I. Groups may apply to the appropriate NMMEA
Vice-President to perform on the Honor Concen by
submittinga performancetapeof concert numbers from
previous concerts. The tapes may not be more than one
year old

more students

CC Junior High Schools, grades 7.9 up to
499 students

MENCs Toll-Free
Number is:
1-800-336-3768

3 Unclassified.
a. Unclassified groups. such as non-public schools
must have permission from the NMMEA Executive
Committee to audition and perform as an Honor
Group.

2. The tapes will be numbered by the NMMEA Vice
Presklent, so ideally no one on the selection committee
will know who is performing at the time of audition.
Tampering 10 any way with the audition tape after the
actual performance Is expressly prohibited Scores of
performance numbers should be sent with the tapes.
3 Groups applying and audltton,ng for an Honor
Performance designation must provide a letter from the
local Supenntendentof Schools or Board of Education,
that If selected. the group has permission to attend and
perform at the Al�State Music Festival and lnservice
Conference. Junior high school groups may be honor
ed but not be required to perform where local school
pohcy restricts junior high groups from travelling.
4 Only groups deemed outstanding will be con·
sldered for an honor performc,nce
5 NMMEA ASSUMES NO FINANCIAL RESPON
SIBILITY FOR HONOR GROUPS EXPENSES FOR A
PERFORMANCE AT ALL-STATE.
6 Applicatton. letter of permission and performance
tc1pe should bl! sent by registeredmall lothe appropriate
vice-president by June 1 each year
C QUALJFICA TIONS.
The Director submtrtlng on oudlrion tape /or on
honorgroup must be a member In goodstanding al the
time of the audition selection and performance

D DATE FOR SUBMITTING TAPES AND
APPLICATION.

Audition tapes and application must be postmarked
by June l and sent by registered mall to the NMMEA
Vice-Pre�ident or his designee. Anal selection wlll be
announced at the fall NMMEA Board of Directors
meeting.

E FREQUENCY OF PERFORMANCE.
1. The same performing group may not be chosen In
consecutive years. Once every three years is the mos1
frequent a group may be chosen.
2 CONCERT DATES AND TIMES: Concert dates
and limes of performance will be sec by the NMMEA
Executive Committee according to the schedule of All·
State events Performance lime must not exceed
twenty-five (25) minutes of playing time per group

F CLASS/FICATION OF SCHOOLS

Oassifications are based on a school's average dally
membership as of October 1 each year
AAAA
AAA
AA
A

High Schools 1201 or more students
High Schools 401 thru 1200 students
High Schools 151 thru 400 studenls
High Schools up to 150 students

Mid· High Schools will be rated one class below High
Schools
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The Biggest Piano
Event in the World
All Spring - Enroll Early

Guild Auditions provide
milestones from year to year
as measurements of progress
Sponsored by
the Largest
Organization of
Piano Teachers
in the World

Audition participation
and absence from schoo
APPROVED BY
TEXAS EDUCATIC
AGENCY

National �uilh
nf Jtann ID:enrt,er.E
---········----- ----------· ·-·------------·

.

Teachers Division of
American College of Musicians
Founded In 1929 by trl Allison
International Headquarters
P.O. Box 1807
Austin, Texas 78767 U.S.A.

• I am Interested In Joining the Piano Guild. Please 1
me more information about m�mbership and
Guild Goals.
MR.
MRS.
MISS_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

(PRINT OR TYPI!: NA.Ml! ANO ADOR.ES5J

_
_ _

We're open to serve you
with a family of services . . .

;

• Complete Repair Facilities
• Staff of Qualified Music Educators
• Studio Facilities
• Group Lessons
• Name,Brand Band & Orchestra Instruments
• Rental Program
• Sheet Music & Accessories
• Sound Reinforcement Systems

ROMERO
FAMILY
� MUSIC
CENTER
Central & Tramway

13130 Central, S.E./Suice A
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87121

sos/ 292-4440

Music & Education . . . a family tradition for over 1 00 years.
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News From Our Advertisers
Selmer Introduces New Fl.300
Flute
"Because of the ever-increasing de·
mands being placed on musicians of all
levels, flute players have come to expect the
same uncompromising standards in afford·
ably priced flutes as they do of expensive
hand-made flutes. The Fl.300 was design·
ed to meet these standards," commented
Stan Garber, Selmer marketing manager
for band instruments.
With the body and key mechanisms con·
structed from durable nickel silver material,
the Fl.300 features a state-of-the-art de·
sign for enhanced playing qualities. Use of
.018" lightweight body tubing results in Im·
proved resonance and sound projection. A
newly designed head joint provides for ease
of tone production in all registers. A light
but responsive key action is achieved
through the use of tapered pivot screws.
The new Selmer Scale ensures even tuning
over the entire range of the instrument Pre·
coated "yellow" treated pads protect
against moisture thus extending the life of
the pads.
The outfit comes complete with an inJec·
lion-molded Duraform case which nests
the Instrument securely without applying
pressure to the keys.
The Selmer (USA) Fl.300, available in
both silver and nickel plated finishes, ls the
ideal affordable flute for both students and
amateur adults.

New Vincent Bach Brass
Instrument Mouthpiece
Manual
The manual contains new and updated
information on mouthpiece backbores and
cups. Many mouthpieces which were for·
merly custom order items are now listed as
standard models. Also detailed are screw
rim and custom order mouthpieces. All
charts have been revised for reading ease
and an attractive. highly stylized cover
clearly identifies the new edition. Unchang·
ed from previous editions is the authorita·
tive essay by Vincent Bach on mouthpiece
design and selection.
Because of the vast array of Bach mouth·
pieces and the comprehensive nature of
this manual, it has truly become the ency·
clopedia on brass instrument mouthpieces
for players, teachers. and students world·
wide.
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Roger Pemberton Praises Grassi Saxophones
Elkhart, IN·· Noted Conn clinician Roger
Pemberton recently began playing the new
Prestige Series line of saxophones by
Grassi & Company of Italy and highly
praises these instruments.
" l am really excited about the new Pre s 
tige Series line of saxophones by Grassi,"
he said. "After having my instruments
(Soprano, Alto and Tenor) only five days, I
felt perfectly comfortable with them in a
recent college jazz clinic and concert All
three instruments got a thorough workout
and sounded wonderful! The beautiful
tone, evenness and ease of response, along
with the projection qualities of the instru·
ments were delightful!"

Pemberton is currently Jazz Arti.
Residence at the University of S
Carolina. With over 25 years experien,
a Conn Clinician, he has performed
hundreds of college and professiona
sembles, in addition to his regular teacl
arranging and studio duties.
Complete information on the G
Prestige Series Saxophones. distrib
exclusively by Conn. is now available
full-color brochure. It includes detailec
scriptions of the features and playing q
ties of each instrument Prestige S,
models 60M Soprano, 62M Alto, and 1
Tenor present new opportunmes to
player interested in a professional s
phone with a full complement of featl

UMI Precision Woodwind
Mouthpieces Offer Perfol'
mance and Value

Omnichord Models
OM-100 & OM-200

One of the most important instrument
accessory choices lo be made is that of a
proper mouthpiece. Nothing can improve
the sound of an instrument more than a
well· fitted mouthpiece. Conversely. a poor
choice of mouthpiece can create poor tone,
intonation and response. The choice of
mouthpiece on a student's instrument can
even be the difference between success and
"drop-out."
"That is why United Musical Instruments
has developed the UM( Precision wood·
wind mouthpieces," said Don Stevens,
Marketing Director of Accessories for the
company. "Reasonably priced. yet profes·
sionally designed, UM! Precision wood·
wind mouthpieces are chambered and
faced with the same care and attention to
detail as much more expensive mouth·
pieces. UMI Precision woodwind mouth
pieces have excellent focus, full resonant
tone and balanced response."
Available for soprano, alto and bass
clarinets, and alto, tenor and baritone saxo
phones, UMI Precision woodwind mouth·
pieces may be selected in Medium, Medium
Open and Open facings.

TI1e Suiuki Corp. tdkes great pric
announcing the introduction of the all
OM-100 & OM-200 omnichords. T
educational instruments have been spE
ly developed as a replacement for the t
tional classroom autoharp, and are pl.
in the same simple manner. The new o
chords feature permanent factory tu
and exposes students of all ages to eas
play electronic music. The omnichord
features all new digital drum rhythms. u
ing bass and an electronic strum plate
1 0 voices. The OM-100 is fu'I and simr:
play making it the perfect choice fo1
eiementary music classroom.
Available in September 1989, the all
omnichord models will ·eature di
sound generation. an all ne..v body de.
multiple strum plate voice� updated
thms, PCM digital drums and an ov
new modern sound and appearance.
The OM-200 will additionally featun
MI. 0.1. implementation, expanded cl
memory function and full melody capal
making this model ideal for intermec
and high school use.

Support Our AdvertisE

They help make THE NJ
MEXICO MUSICIAN possi

If you're a musician - man or woman explore the advantages of playing in an
Army band.
Qualify and you'll harmonize with some
truly exceptional talent.
From big band to classical to rock,
Army musicians play it all.
To find out about auditions, call your
local Army recruiter today. See the Yellow
Pages under "Recruiting."

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN B E .
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NMMEA MUSIC INDUSTRY MEMBERS
1989 - 1990

ALLIED SCHOOL SUPPLY
Jeff Stephenson
PO Box 25147
Albuquerque. 87125
AMERICA'S YOlJTH IN CONCERT
Gene Rafferty
3049 E. McKelllps. •8
Mesa. AZ 85203
ARIZONA STATE
Barbara Holmberg School of Music
Arizona State University
Tempe. AZ85287-0405
ASSOCIATE CONSULTANTS FOR
EDUCATION ABROAD
Amie Lehman
805 W. Morehead Circle. •F
Boulder. Colorado 80303
BAND NUTS
Jim Wright
1909 Ulllan Ct.
Las Cruces. NM 88001
BAUMS MUSIC CO.
2908 Eubank NE
Albuquerque. NM 87111
E.K. BLESSING AND CO.
1301 West Beardsley Ave.
Elkart, Indiana 46514
John Shaw, Representative
2245 W. 30th Ave.
Denver, CO 80211
BOB FARLEY MUSIC CENTER
3724 Eubank NE
AlbuqueTque. NM 87111
CAMPUS SPECIALTIES
Bill Smith
324 Louisiana, NE
Albuquerque. NM 87108
C.G. CONN, LTD
1000 lndusirial Parkway
Elkhart. IN 46515
Har()ld Stone
3817 Mid-Summer Lane
Colorado Springs. CO 80917
DEMOUNUN BAND UNIFORMS
Bud Bradley
10000 s. 4th
Greenville. IL 62246
DISCO DISPLAY HOUSE
BlllyW. Ray
3123 Central, NE
AlbuqueTque. NM 87106
GEMElNHARDT. INC.
57882 S.R 19 S
PO Box 788
Elkhart. IN 46515
GORDON BERNARD, INC.
5601 Ridge Ave.
Cincinnati. OH 45213
Steve Kirby
PO Box 27460
Phoenix, AZ8506t-7460

HENCO. INC.
Dick Echols
4201 E. Lone Mountain Rd.
North Las Vegas. NV 89030
HOLT. RINEHART & WINSTON
Brent Williams
8551 Esters Blvd.
Irving. TX 75063
KAMCO. INC.
James L Steams
9617 San Gabriel, NE
Albuquerque, NM
WlWAM LEWIS AND SONS
PO Box 14250
Greensboro. NC 27405
John Shaw
2245 W. 30th Ave.
Denver. CO 80211
LION'S BAND OF NEW MEXICO
John R Schutz. Director
Box 3 F, Music Dept.
New Mexico State University
Las Cruces. NM 88003
LUCHETTI MUSIC, INC.
Nick Luchetti
2617 Rhode Island, NE
Albuquerque.. NM 87110
MACIE PUBLISHING CO
Julie Sueta
1845 Summit Ave. Suite 400
Plano. TX 75074
MACMILLAN. PUBLISHING CO.
Dean Wllklnson
220 E. Danleldale Rd.
De Soto, TX 75115
MAESTRO MUSIC. INC.
Jim Kunltz
2403 San Mateo, NE. Suite P 6
Albuquerque. NM 87110
MAYS MUSIC CO.
Bernie May
5005 Lomas. NE
Albuquerque. NM 87110
MUSIC BOX. lliE
Michael White
200 S. Downtown Mall
Las Cruces. NM 88001
MUSIC MART. lNC.
Joe Keith
210 Yale. SE
Albuquerque. NM 87106
MUSIC IN MOTION
Mary Ann Stewart
107 Spanish VIiiage. *645
Dallas. TX 75048
MUSIC WORLD OF ALBUQUERQUE
Don Johnson
5815 Menaul NE
Albuquerque. NM 87110
NEIL KJOS MUSIC CO.
Dana Rodgers
4382 Jutland Dr.
San Diego. CA 92117

NESTLE BEICH
KJrby Cotton
11425 Dean Relra m
El Paso. TX 79936
ORIGINAL PERRY COUNTY PIZZA
Art Padillo
2421 Zena Lona SE
Albuquerque. NM 87112
PRINCETON INDUSTRIES
Mike Brownstein
1305 Stage Coach Lane. S E
Albuquerque, N M 87123
ROMERO FAMILY MUSIC CENTER
Pancho Romero
13130 Central. SE. Suite A
Albuquerque. NM 87123
SELMER·LUDWTG INDUSTRIES
Paul Mock
PO Box 310
Elkhart. lN 46515
SILVER BURDETT/GINN CO.
641 Mockingbird
Dallas. TX 75247
Ann Bazan
9205 Academy Hills Drive, NE
Albuquerque. NM 87111
SOL FRANK UNIFORMS, INC.
James J. Falls
702 So. Santa Rosa
San Antonio. TX 78204
SOUlliERN MUSIC COMPANY
Arthur Ephross, Director of PubllcatiolS
PO Box 329
San Antonio. TX 78292
STANDBURY UNIFORMS
William Penkethman
PO Box 100
Brookfield. MO 64628
TEXAS BLUE & GOLD
Gary Fourtner
PO Box 513
De Soto. TX 75115
UNITED MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
King & Conn Musical lnstrumenll
Carol Greeley
1000 Industrial Parkway
Elkhart. IN 46516
U.S. ARMY RECRUlllNG SERVICE
Dianne Fierro. Public Service
300 San Mateo Blvd., NE. Suite 420
Albuquerque, NM 87108
TAYLOR FUND RAJ SING
Bud Taylor
2206 N. "H"
Midland. TX 79705
WORUYS FINEST CHOCOLATE, l�C
JayWlcslo
4801 S. Lawndale
Chicago. IL 60632
YAMAHA MUSICAL PRODUCTS CO.
Fran Adams
PO Box 7271
Grand Rapids. Ml 49510

Advertisers
American College of Musicians. . . • . . . . 46
. . . . .. . . 6
Amfac. . . . . . .
Baum's Music. . . . . . . .
. • • . . . . . . . . . . 22
Conn (Artley) .
. . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . 11
DeMoulin Brothers & Co.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
Formal Fashions, Inc. . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . 32
Gememhardt . . . . . . . . . . .
• . . . . 18
Hummingbird Music Camp . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
King Instrument Company (Armstrong) . . 17
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Los Alamos Music . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Luchetti Music. Inc. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 24
Music Instrument Repair . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . 27
Music World. . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . 52
NMASMD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
New Mexico Lion's Band. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
Northern New Mexico Music. . . . . . . • • . . . 16
Robertson & Sons Violin Shop. . . . . . • . . . . . 43
Romero Family Music Center . . . . . . . . .
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Sol Frank Uniforms, Inc. . . . . . • • . . . . . . .
Southern Music Company . • . . . • . . . . . . . •
Stanbury Uniforms. Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
Suzucki Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The Music Mart . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The Selmer Company . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •
Tree Crosses Show Choir ::Ompetition. • •
United States Army. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
University of Arizona . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • •
. . . . . . . . ....
Western Band Specialties

�ew Mexico Association Of School Music Dealers

WE'RE HERE TO SUPPORT
MUSIC EDUCATION
• EDUCATIONAL AIDS
. CLINICS
• REPAIR FACILITIES

• TEACHING STIJDIOS
• PROFESSIONAL STAFF
• RECITAL PROGRAMS

SUPPORT THOSE
WHO SUPPORT YOU

llegro Music
aldock's Music Note
aum's Music
ing Music
randma's Music

Luchetti Drum & Guitar
The Music Box
Music Mart
Music World
Marc's Guitar

Northern New Mexico Music
Phillips Music
Robertson & Sons Violin Shop
Romero Family Music Center
Riedling Music

BAND INSTRUMENTS

0YAMAHA
PIANOS

ORGANS
ELECTRONIC KEYBOARDS

YAMAHA
LEBLANC
KING
ARMSTRONG

SELMER
LUDWIG
GEMEINHARDT

INSTRUMENT
AMPLIFIERS
GUITARS
SOUND REINFORCEMENT
COMPLETE MUSIC DEPARTMENT
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